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Abstract
Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) software at the University of Tennessee
(MultiPEPT) has demonstrated promising performance in multiple measurement domains.
In order to contribute to its further development, a full codebase audit and three focused
performance assessments were undertaken.

Several improvements were made to the

codebase as a result of the audit. The assessments demonstrated a linear axial detectorMultiPEPT response, the effect of mesh size variation, and the effect of temporal overlap
variation. A number of best practices are compiled for effective use of MultiPEPT.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Positron Emission Particle Tracking Background

Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) is a method by which moving, radioactive
tracer particles are tracked by use of a detector and a processing method. Commercial
positron emission tomography (PET) machines or gamma cameras are commonly employed as detectors. The processing is typically performed with computer software as a
post-detection activity, the result of which is a four dimensional trajectory for one or more
tracer particles. In recent years, a number of different PEPT software processing methods
have emerged.
Although PEPT is an emerging field in imaging, most PEPT methods share a number
of common features. Mature PET methods and workflow form much of the basis for these
features. PET detection produces a number of coincidence lines (CL), chiefly dependent
on the tracer source strength (number of disintegrations per second), intrinsic PET machine
detector efficiency, and scattering effects. These lines of response can be segmented into
groups of time slices, in each of which the tracer locations are determined. Trajectories
may then be formed by sequentially linking these determined tracer locations. With all
other factors (such as noise, background radiation events, etc.) held constant, more CLs
per time slice generally leads to greater spatial accuracy.
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The early 1990’s saw the first published studies of PEPT technology. Hawkesworth,
Parker (both from the University of Birmingham), and others used a gamma camera as a
detector coupled with coincidence discrimination in order to capture the location of flowinserted positron emitting material. The resulting time sequence of tomograph images was
used to demonstrate flow progression and distribution for each case, but not to strictly track
discrete particles. This technology was used to characterize the distribution of lubricant
in operating engines and test rigs, liquid displacement in porous geological strata, and
extrusion in small molds [4].
Parker et al refined this work and expanded it to explicitly track positron-emitting tracer
particles. A location algorithm was developed which utilizes input from the previously
discussed gamma camera. First, CLs collected sequentially through time from the gamma
camera are separated into bins containing N CLs each. Next, the presumed location of
the tracer is determined for each bin. This is accomplished by use of a deterministic
algorithm which minimizes the sum of perpendicular distances from a point to each CL.
This determined point is then considered a first approximation of the tracer location,
and those CLs passing furthest from the found point are discarded. The discarded CLs
are considered âĂIJcorrupt,âĂİ either from scattering, background radiation events not
associated with the tracer particle decay, or other effects. The algorithm iterates again on
the remaining non-corrupt CLs, finding a new location point. This iteration continues until
a preset, user-determined fraction f of CLs remains [9].
f represents the expected number of non-corrupt CLs present in a given bin. It is found
that the optimal value of f varies based on factors such as stationary versus moving tracers,
scattering magnitude, and position of the tracer within the field of view. An empirical
method for setting f for moving tracers under particular conditions is developed that uses
optimal f values for stationary sources under the same conditions.
However, this still necessitates multiple control experiments for each set of conditions.
In addition, this method has not been shown to be intrinsically suited to tracking multiple
tracer particles.

In order to overcome these difficulties, Bickell et al (University of

Cape Town and University of Birmingham) developed the “line density algorithm,” which
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functions as follows. First, a three-dimensional mesh of arbitrary resolution is generated
which is reflective of the field of view of the detector. This mesh is made up of voxels
of identical x, y, and z dimensions. For a given time slice of CL data, the mesh’s voxels
are incremented for each passing CL. The result is a mesh containing voxels (or “count
matrix”), with a value (or “tally”) representing the number of CLs passing through the
voxel attached [1].
Instead of minimizing distances between proposed tracer locations and CLs present in
the time slice (Parker et al), a Gaussian statistical method is employed. The maximum
value in the count matrix is identified, and linear Gaussian fits are then applied along the
x, y, and z direction of the count matrix. The centroids of these Gaussian fits are then said
to be the “best approximation of the location of the tracer” for that time slice. The method
described is then repeated for every subsequent time slice [1].
The sequence of tracer locations produced is then “linked” into a trajectory. For a given
time slice, particle velocity is extrapolated from the previous two determined locations,
providing an approximate current location (which assumes no major changes in the flow
field, an appropriately chosen timestep, etc). A cube of “predetermined size” is then formed
around this approximate current time slice location, and the count mesh within this cube is
processed as described before in order to locate the particle’s next time slice position [1].
This method is an important contribution to the practice of PEPT. However, a few
limitations remain. For tracking multiple particles, some a priori information is required:
the “approximate initial positions of the tracers.” Therefore, the Bickel et al algorithm is not
suited for situations in which the precise number of tracers is unknown, or when multiple
tracers leave and enter the detector field of view as in a closed flow loop scenario [1].

1.2

PEPT Work at the University of Tennessee

At the University of Tennessee’s Department of Nuclear Engineering, PEPT work sponsored by the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) has resulted in a novel
software package, MultiPEPT. The principal author of MultiPEPT is Cody Wiggins. At
3

its foundation, MultiPEPT employs the Bickell et al method of using a voxel mesh and
time slices of CLs to generate count matrices for each time slice. However, in subsequent
processing, MultiPEPT employs a unique combination of statistical techniques heretofore
not explored in literature for PEPT usage.

The PET input to MultiPEPT originates

either from an actual PET scanner in the form of a LISTMODE file - in this work, a
Siemens Inveon - or from a synthetic GATE model of the Inveon. Detailed explanations of
MultiPEPT and the Inveon GATE model are provided in the following two sections [12]
[11] [6].

1.2.1

MultiPEPT Operation

Operation of MultiPEPT begins as follows. A mesh representing the detector field of view
is generated. The Bresenham line algorithm (typically used to render computer graphics) is
employed to generate the count matrix by overlaying the CLs on the mesh grid, determining
the intervening voxels, and incrementing those voxels’ count totals. This meshing and
incrementing operation is executed for every time slice. Fundamentally, this accomplishes
identical or analogous operations that are found in the line density algorithm to this point
[1].
The following operations diverge from the line density algorithm. Instead of next
locating clusters using the centroids of Gaussian fits, the resulting time slices are processed
using either the G-Means algorithm or the newer feature point identification (FPI)
algorithm implementation. The G-Means algorithm is an adaptation of the K-Means
formula which obviates the need to provide the number of clusters. This fact means that
MultiPEPT is able to process an arbitrary number of radiotracers within the field of view
of the detector without the a priori information of how many tracers are present during a
given time slice [1] [12] [11].
Prior to processing a time slice with G-Means, a minimum voxel count threshold is
verified. If the time slice does not meet this threshold, it is discarded. If it meets the
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threshold, the count matrix is conditioned by subtracting a fraction of the maximum count
matrix value from each voxel count [12].
G-Means clustering of a given time slice begins with K-Means clustering with k=1.
Principle component analysis is then performed on the first cluster. This cluster is split
along the principle component axis into two clusters, and K-Means is executed with k=2.
A one-dimensional projection is generated along the converged cluster axis, and the data
is transformed to have a mean of 0 with variance 1. Lastly, an Anderson-Darling (AD)
test is computed for the new clusters. If the test passes a threshold statistic (the AD critical
value), the new split clusters are accepted. If the AD test does not pass, the split clusters are
rejected, and the original cluster is retained. A more detailed and mathematically rigorous
explanation can be found in the work of Wiggins et al [12] and Hamerly and Elkan [3]. The
PEPT workflow described to this point is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
G-Means has succeeded in locating multiple stationary or moving particles for many
examined datasets. However, a few issues have been identified with G-Means usage,
especially for noisy or high particle count PET datasets (in excess of 25 particles in the
field of view). As noted by Wiggins et al, its performance, especially with respect to falsepositive avoidance, depends heavily on the choice of AD critical values. This parameter
therefore represents yet another form of a priori information which would have to be
adjusted depending on signal to noise ratio of PET data, number of particles, particle size,
and other practical experimental factors. Therefore, alternate particle location methods
were sought that would require fewer a priori user parameters and provide overall higher
performance in finding particles accurately and consistently [11].
The FPI algorithm is adapted from the work of Crocker and Grier, as well as Sbalzarini
and Koumoutsakos. First, the count matrix of a given time slice is smoothed using a boxcar
average. Next, local maximums in the count matrix are found by selecting voxels in the
upper rth percentile of the count matrix in a certain geometric neighborhood determined
by apparent particle radius w. r and w are both user-selected values which are normally set
to defaults within the MultiPEPT program. Refinements are made to the local maximum
positions using a deterministic formula in order to calculate final positions. This process
5

Figure 1.1: PEPT workflow from PET scanner through final MultiPEPT result. The GMeans algorithm is demonstrated here, but the FPI algorithm may be substituted in its
place [12].
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is repeated for every applicable time slice in the same way as the G-Means algorithm.
Performance testing of the FPI algorithm in MultiPEPT to date has shown excellent
improvement over that of the G-Means algorithm [11] [10] [2]. FPI consistently finds
particles more reliably and has comparable accuracy to G-means.

1.2.2

The Inveon Detector and its GATE Model

The detector used to generate all PET data in this work is the Siemens Inveon, a preclinical
PET scanner intended for use with rodents. In addition to actual PET measurements using
radionuclides, a simulation of the Inveon is also employed to generate synthetic PET data.
This simulation is known as the GATE model of the Inveon, or simply “the GATE model.”
According to Lee et al, “GATE is a Monte Carlo simulation package based on GEANT4
that has been specifically tailored to the modeling of tomographic imaging systems [6].”
Use of the GATE model of the Inveon allows for the generation of PET measurements for
MultiPEPT interrogation without the expense and/or complication of performing physical
experiments. The GATE model includes detector blocks and high z structure in the scanner,
as shown in Figure 1.2. The GATE model can also include structures in the image field of
view. In this work, a combination of actual physical experiments and GATE models are
utilized as input to MultiPEPT [6].

7

Figure 1.2: The GATE model of the Inveon showing CLs from simulation. [6]
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Chapter 2
MultiPEPT Audit
2.1

Audit Purposes

There are no perfect programs nor perfect programmers, therefore “conducting reviews,
inspections, and tests is a way of compensating for anticipated human fallibilities” [7, Chap.
33]. The purposes of the independent MultiPEPT code audit were to verify the intended
operation of the code; to identify areas which might benefit from optimization; and to
identify areas which might benefit from refactoring (code reorganization). The verification
portion of the audit was the primary goal, but in the long-term interest of the codebase it was
both prudent and convenient to annotate comments relating to optimization and refactoring
in tandem.

2.2

Verification

In verifying the intended operation of MultiPEPT, the overarching goal was to provide
a baseline level of surety in the output of the program. Positive attributes that would
contribute to this surety include correctness, accuracy, and robustness [7, Chap. 20].
Correctness is a judgment of freedom from faults in “specification, design, and implementation” [7, Chap. 20]. Accuracy here refers primarily to the accurate coding of chosen
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algorithms and methods. Robustness is defined as the “degree to which a system continues
to function in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions” [7, Chap.
20]. Since MultiPEPT is a complicated program, it is important that invalid input sets are
detected and communicated to the user appropriately - for example, via error messages rather than returning dubious output without remark.
Though there were no known computer âĂIJbugsâĂİ in the code at the onset of the
audit, many computer programming errors can be by nature exceptionally subtle and thus
not immediately obvious during program operation or cursory review. Oftentimes such
subtle errors only present under a very narrow set of circumstances that may or may not
correspond to normal “intended” operation. Furthermore, such errors typically do not
produce obvious “compiler errors” which would compel a moment of reflection for the
programmer. Therefore, when a computer program is said to be “bug-free,” it is important
to realize that this statement is only as good as the breadth of testing of intended use as well
as verification review of that program.
NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter failure provides an example of software which could
have functioned as written for the intended use (correctness), but whose breadth of
testing - including human factors - was not adequate to ensure full system accuracy.
Since incompatible units (English and metric) were intermingled, the software produced
erroneous outputs, resulting in catastrophic mission failure [8].
Another concrete example of code which will work for its intended use (correct
and accurate) but fail unexpectedly under abnormal circumstances (not robust) can be
instructive. Consider the basic averaging algorithm below, where X is a set of n real
numbers.
Pn
X̄ =

i=1

Xi

n

This algorithm could be implemented in software by implementing the following
pseudocode in a computer program. In this example, X is an array containing the set of n
real numbers.
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Averaging pseudocode
sum=0
for i = 0; i < n; i++ do
sum=sum+X(i)
end for
mean = sum/n
When presented with a set X of real numbers of multiplicity n ≥ 1, such a computer
program would produce the expected output - a mean value - without error.
When presented with a null set X (n=0), the summation portion (numerator) will yield
zero. The next operation will attempt to divide the numerator zero by the denominator zero.
In the C++ programming language, this operation will return the quantity “not a number” or
“NAN.” If the programmer assumes that the output of the averaging algorithm in Equation
1.1 will always result in a real-valued number, this unanticipated non-real output (NAN)
can easily lead to a cascading failure of the overall program to achieve its intended objective
or output.
For instance, if the program in question outputs to a text file, this text file might
inadvertently include both numeric and alphabetic data as a result of this NAN result, which
could in turn might be plotted or serve as input to further calculations. In this case, a text
file which contains unanticipated NAN values can cause undefined plotting or calculation
results, propagating the error through multiple phases of workflow.
In the above example, the error will occur if a null data-set is presented. If the averaging
algorithm is embedded as an internal function, it may or may not receive user data directly.
In the case that the input to the averaging function is intermediate dataflow and not direct
user input, the source of the error is more abstracted from user comprehension. This
consideration can render debugging more difficult and protracted.
The provided example constitutes an actual error which affected an intermediate function written into MultiPEPT after the audit process, which was subsequently discovered and
corrected. The author’s error was to not anticipate the MultiPEPT software failing to locate
clusters for certain (usually low CL density) cases. In this situation, instead of populating a
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vector with the Cartesian location of one or more clusters, the vector would remain empty
by default. Since the user does not have perfect a priori knowledge of whether the program
will discover zero or more than zero clusters with the given input CLs and user settings, the
code in question produced sporadic errors.
From this experience, it became clear that the possibility of unanticipated input,
intermediate dataflow, or output data processing and interaction during program execution
is considerable for a complex program such as MultiPEPT. Formal verification is necessary
to manage this risk.

2.3

Quality and Refactoring

Audit by an independent party also provides the opportunity for refactoring suggestions
to improve quality. The main attributes sought in MultiPEPT’s code structure include
readability, understandability, maintainability, and testability [7, Chap. 20]. Readability
and understandability are important to allow reasonably straightforward review of code
by all team members. Maintainability is valued for the MultiPEPT project since new
algorithms and methods are being added rapidly - for instance, the clustering algorithm of
choice evolved from G-means to a new feature point identification implementation as this
work was being written. Finally, testability is crucial since a comparison of the performance
of these various algorithms and methods is necessary to verify accuracy and correctness.
Since PEPT is an emerging field, continued code development is an operating
assumption. It is likely that this development will be performed by multiple students
and researchers over time, as opposed to a monolithic, static development team. In order
to maintain quality in this environment, it is even more important to create a code that
is as readable and understandable as possible. A baseline goal is that an experienced
programmer should be able to understand the high-level program purpose and flow quickly,
but also be able to seamlessly elucidate low-level implementation details and their relation
to the overall program flow. Consistent and high-quality commenting within the code is
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critical to these goals. In addition, the use of clear constructs and, whenever possible,
modularity, are conducive to quality coding.
Modularity here refers primarily to the use of functions (also referred to as routines)
and objects (associated with object-oriented programming). Simply put, functions allow
a defined input-output relationship to be established within a single code section, separate
from the main code body. A function may then be “called” within the main code body
with a given set of inputs, and the function will “return” outputs according to its internal
code. Chief advantages of using functions effectively include reducing the size of the main
code base (readability/understandability), reducing maintenance burden (code only has to
be changed within the function definition rather than in multiple locations within the main
code body), and enhanced testability (the function may be easily tested in isolation from
the main code body). Some guidelines for the effective use of functions are to limit the
number of input variables to about 7, to minimize the number of operations the function is
to perform (cohesion), to provide the function with a name that is descriptive of its purpose,
and in general to limit the overall size of the function [7, Chap. 7].
Objects, in addition to modularity, also incorporate principles of encapsulation and
inheritance, among others.

Encapsulation is the process of mating data and code

to a common “object.” Inheritance is the concept of a “child” object inheriting the
characteristics of its “parent” object. In MultiPEPT, types of objects known as structures
are used to store one or more spatial locations, sometimes along with associated timemarks
and spatial errors. Many of the same benefits realized from the use of functions can also
apply to the use of objects. One particular benefit of using objects is the ability to represent
data and computations custom-made to the problem domain - in this case, large collections
of spatial locations and errors with corresponding timemarks.
In summary, a code base which is well commented, employs functions (routines) to
reuse code that represents input/output relationships and objects to represent data and code
intrinsic to the problem domain, and utilizes the various features and constructs of the
programming language in a prudent manner is far more understandable, maintainable, and
testable than one which falls short on one or more of these criteria.
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2.4

Optimization

Optimization was not the primary goal of the MultiPEPT code audit, but during its
conduct a number of observations were made relating to optimization which were recorded.
Since typical run times of MultiPEPT 1.7 range from about 5 minutes to in excess of an
hour (depending on user settings as well as the input data complexity), âĂIJlow-hanging
fruitâĂİ with regards to optimization are certainly worth pursuing in order to enhance user
experience and research utility. Greater performance allows increased throughput when
conducting multiple MultiPEPT runs (batching). A total of 33 optimization comments
were made.
The performance of a given program is dependent on myriad of external factors.
The most important are typically the hardware it runs on, the programming language
employed, and the particular complier used. Other factors might include the operating
system used, external libraries called, and the efficacy of various compiler options, “flags,”
and optimizations.
This audit was primarily concerned with internal rather than external performance
factors. In the design phase, the choice of algorithms to use for various functions is very
important to the overall speed of the program. In addition, the manner in which data is
stored and how it is passed between algorithms (the interfaces) is an often overlooked detail
that can impart a significant performance impact. Some types of programs are conducive
to multi-core or multi-thread CPU optimizations, but the majority of programs are not. In
particular, MultiPEPT, when run in batch mode, could be configured to utilize multiple
cores to execute multiple batches simultaneously. However, currently it is predominantly
a linear program. Finally, specifics with respect to how algorithms and code logic are
implemented are important. Unfortunately, there are rarely “universal rules” with respect
to this implementation.
Future work in optimization for MultiPEPT might include measuring how long the
program spends in different portions of the code in order to determine performance “hot
spots” [7, Chap. 20]. These hots spots could then be investigated by an analysis of code
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design, data types, and algorithms employed. Subsequent code tuning could be used to
address the hot spots, using a tune/measure iterative process to determine the improvement
realized with each iteration.

2.5

Major Audit Results

In accordance with the above descriptions, a total of 27 verification, 33 optimization,
and 15 refactoring comments were compiled. These comments, complete with status and
evaluation discussion, can be found in the appendix.
Two verification comments were resolved which led to an immediate improvement in
the performance of MultiPEPT. First, verification comment 6 concerns the implementation
of the Bresenham line algorithm. A question was raised regarding conditional logic for an if
statement which triggers variable reassignment. It was confirmed the particular conditional
logic needed to be changed. Once this change was implemented, convergence and overall
accuracy of the program showed improvement.
Next, optimization comment 26 concerned the implementation of the Munkres assignment algorithm. It was found that extraneous operations were being executed by a nested
for loop. Once this particular for loop was removed, overall MultiPEPT execution time
showed marked improvement, especially for larger input datasets.
Overall, the audit found that the MultiPEPT code is carefully written, well organized,
and commented appropriately. It is apparent that changes are made in a conservative
manner, and that experimental code is well-tested prior to inclusion in the production
environment.
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Chapter 3
MultiPEPT Performance
Characterization via Focused
Assessments
3.1

Performance Characterization Purpose

Three focused assessments were conducted in order to gain an understanding of MultiPEPT
performance under a variety of measurement domains and input combinations. Performance in this sense can include the number of particles located versus total particles,
linking performance, and spatial accuracy or uncertainty. To date, the MultiPEPT project
has defined uncertainty strictly in terms of mathematical location uncertainty, which is said
to vary proportionately to the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the PET scanner used
for acquisition, and inversely proportional to the square root of the number of coincidence
lines (CL) employed for the individual particle location [1] [5]. A number of previous
studies have explored the use of MultiPEPT for specific applications, such as tracking
radiotracers in a jet flow and tracking activated yeast cells [5]. The following assessments
differ in that they are intended less as proof of application and more for validation and
parametric study purposes.
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First, developed specialized software tools are discussed in detail. Next, the response
of the Inveon detector in conjunction with MultiPEPT processing is shown to reproduce a
linear central axis trajectory with very low bias (Assessment 1). The next assessment (2)
uses synthetic PET data generated by the GATE model to explore the effect of modulating
voxel size and other input parameters on MultiPEPT performance.

Finally, the last

assessment (3) demonstrates the effect of temporal input settings (timestep and overlap)
with synthetic GATE model data on MultiPEPT performance.
Table 3.1 summarizes particular areas of focus for each assessment. An explanation of
each of the terms found in Table 3.1 follows. Bore spatial bias refers to relative accuracy
across the detector bore. The detector bore center is the most accurate region, and off-center
accuracy will generally degrade as a function of distance from bore center [9]. Therefore,
the study of bore spatial bias reveals the extent of accuracy degradation across the bore.
Spatial accuracy refers to a general study of spatial accuracy using either computed
uncertainty or deviation from a known trajectory. In this work, spatial accuracy is presented
in the later form. It is measured as the difference of the components (that is, individual
particle locations) of a MultiPEPT generated trajectory from the corresponding components
of a known experimental or simulated GATE model trajectory. The operation used to
perform this measurement is the distance formula in three-space (“Average Trajectory
Error”).
Spatial outliers refers to the identification of MultiPEPT trajectory components which
have a much lower spatial accuracy than the rest of the generated trajectory. Extant
outliers are presented visually and are apparent in the provided figures, and outliers are
also presented as “Worst Trajectory Error.”
“Number of trajectories found of total particles” refers to the ratio of particles found by
MultiPEPT and represented as trajectories, over the total number of particles present in the
experiment or GATE model simulation. Ideally, MultiPEPT would find all particles and
link them into full trajectories. In reality, not all particles are found by MultiPEPT in every
case, dependent on input case complexity or difficulty as well as MultiPEPT user settings.
In addition, even if a particle is located, it may not pass the trajectory forming algorithm’s
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Table 3.1: Summary of assessment result scopes
Assessment Number Bore
(Section Number)
Spatial
Bias

Spatial
Accuracy

Spatial
Outliers

1 (Section 3.3)
2 (Section 3.4)
3 (Section 3.5)

X

X

X

X

X

Visual
Trajectory
Examination

X
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Number of
Trajectories
Found
of
Total
Particles

Excess
Trajectory
Generation

Unlinked
Data
Variation

X
X

X
X

X

criteria to generate a trajectory. Finally, if a trajectory is formed, it may not include the
entire actual particle trajectory, especially if part of the trajectory is at the detector bore
periphery. For the purposes of this work, a particle is considered “found” if it is generated
as a verified trajectory by MultiPEPT, even if it is not a “full” trajectory. However, by the
figures provided in Assessment 3, the reader can assess the completeness of the generated
trajectories under different time slice settings, especially via the bottom axial view (“z”
dimension).
Excess trajectory generation refers to the generation of trajectories in excess of
the number of actual particles in the experiment or GATE model simulation. Ideally,
MultiPEPT should generate one trajectory for every one particle for the duration that the
particle remains in the bore. In practice, often a particle’s trajectory is “splintered” into
two or more generated trajectories, due to the presence of intermediate low quality position
data (high noise, low CL count, etc) which terminates the trajectory at a certain point in
space and time. As position data quality improves at a later point, subsequent particle
positions are then linked into a new trajectory, which would reside in a separate output
file not explicitly associated with its previous trajectories. Excess trajectory generation can
also mask the outright non-detection of particles unless the researcher is careful to use tools
which match each known actual particle to one or more generated trajectories.
Unlinked data variation refers to the variability of detected particles prior to the linking
process. It is important to note that the number of particles found per time slice can vary
drastically under certain circumstances. This greatly challenges the linking algorithm,
which is forced to “fill in the blanks” when a particle location is missing for one or more
time slices.

3.2

Developed Software Tools

In its current iteration, MultiPEPT performs processing of a single input file with a single
set of input settings. In order to conduct parametric studies in a systematic, automated
fashion, new software tools had to be developed. In particular, a means of executing
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MultiPEPT processing of multiple input files was recognized as expedient to research
efforts. In its current iteration, MultiPEPT accepts command-line user input which must be
typed in at runtime for each case executed. This can be tedious when tens of MultiPEPT
executions are desired, since it requires the researcher to be “within reach” of the computer
for long periods of time if quick sequential execution is desired. In addition to execution
automation, a means of systematically selecting and plotting specific MultiPEPT output
parameters was desired in order to allow specific analysis of many case outputs in tandem.
There were several avenues available to accomplish these objectives which will be explored
below.
In order to automate execution, a number of options existed. A necessary feature of all
options is the ability to pre-type all execution parameters, such as timestep, spatial accuracy,
etc. One option was to modify the existing C++ MultiPEPT codebase to perform these
functions. This would have been accomplished most directly and easily by surrounding
the existing code with a for or while loop which would transfer control of input variable
assignment from user runtime input to pre-execution input via variable assignment. An
advantage of this approach would have been direct integration of all functionality in one
code. However, a disadvantage would be the complication of the codebase, especially since
this would be an “after-the-fact” major alteration.
The second family of options considered involved writing a separate code which
would perform execution automation and/or plotting functionality. For instance, a highlevel programming language such as Python in conjunction with widely available plotting
libraries would have been a good environment to accomplish these goals. However, the
interface between the primary C++ code and the proposed supporting Python code was
identified as a potential source of unwarranted difficulty.
As a result, it was decided to utilize a family of Bash scripts to sequence MultiPEPT
execution, utilize existing or develop new MultiPEPT output text files, and parse custom
output files for subsequent plotting. Driving factors for this decision were the desire to
reduce complication, the availability of all required functionality using Bash, and the ability
to use standard practices with respect to output data processing.
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In practice it was found that Bash scripts could be generated using a handful of welldocumented Bash shell features - such as filename expansion or “globbing,” the practice of
expanding strings containing wildcard characters into applicable full filenames - combined
with standard GNU/Linux utilities such as awk, which is used for text processing. In
addition, while the developed scripts only comprise 10-20 lines of code, they offer powerful
functionality which both reduces the user’s burden of tedious, repetitive tasks and decrease
the probability of user error by automating these tasks.
In the descriptions of Bash scripts below, the directory (folder) hierarchy shown in the
Figure 3.1 is expected for Inveon workflows, although the particular directory and filenames
in general may differ completely (note that MPplot.bash must be altered to particular
directory names in use). The “stat” directory contains the output of Inveon software. In
this particular example, these directories are titled “Axial285.6,” “Axial295.6,” and so on.
As can be seen in the expanded “Axial285.6” directory, a number of files with different
extensions are present. Here only the file marked with the .lst file extension is used by
MultiPEPT as input - these files are known as LISTMODE files, and are generated by
Inveon software as the PET output file containing all measurement data.
In this example, the mps.bash script generates subfolders within each “Axial” case
folder. It then executes MultiPEPT with these subfolders as the present working directory
(PWD). Therefore the output text files (files with .txt extensions) are written to these
subfolders. These output files may be accessed directly or parsed with the MPplot.bash
script in order to generate new text files suitable for plotting using a tool such as GNUplot.

3.2.1

MultiPEPT Automated Execution Script - mps.bash

The Bash script for automating execution over many input files is called mps.bash. It
assumes that its input is a series of co-located directories, each of which represents a
different Inveon PET measurement or “case”. Additionally, it assumes that each of these
directories contains a single input file. These assumptions are in conformance with a typical
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Figure 3.1: Expected directory hierarchy for Bash script usage
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Inveon workflow. In order to guide the reader using the directory hierachy of Figure 3.1 as
an example, the below description provides corresponding directories in parenthesis.
The mps.bash script operates as follows upon execution. Assume that in this example
the PWD is “stat.” First, a for loop selects the first element of the alphanumerically sorted
list of directories of the initial PWD. Then, it changes the PWD to that selected element
(“Axial285.6”). Next, it creates a new directory - which is named according to descriptive
user input - in the PWD (“MPoutput_1_frac1”). Then, a variable is assigned containing
the full path of the single input file present in the PWD (which is still “Axial285.6”).
mps.bash then advances the PWD to the newly-created directory (“MPoutput_1_frac1”),
and executes MultiPEPT from a user-supplied path. All MultiPEPT output files will then
be created within this PWD.
Since MultiPEPT typically accepts user input in a sequence utilizing standard input
from a terminal, a method had to be developed which would allow input “feeding” of
MultiPEPT from the mps.bash script. The method chosen utilizes a “here document” to
send user input from the script to MultiPEPT during its execution. The first variable passed
to MultiPEPT is the input file full path (the MultiPEPT input file). Next, all MultiPEPT
user settings, set within mps.bash’s here document, are sequentially passed to MultiPEPT.
After the final user input setting is passed to MultiPEPT, MultiPEPT executes normally.
Once execution of MultiPEPT is complete, mps.bash changes the PWD to the initial
directory (“stat”), selects the second alphanumerical element of the list of directories,
and continues as previously described. In this fashion, mps.bash executes MultiPEPT
iteratively on each input case file.
A number of additional features were added to mps.bash. Particular folders are able
to be selected for MultiPEPT execution by use of an if statement at the beginning of the
main for loop. The if statement toggles execution of an enclosed continue statement which
effectively “skips” certain folders by skipping the rest of the for loop’s lines, incrementing
the folder variable, and resuming the loop iteration on the next folder. Also, particular
input variables to MultiPEPT can be selected automatically based on the particular folder
or case being executed. This is useful when different velocity regimes occur in different
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cases, since the “maximum particle velocity” input variable should be selected based on
the expected case velocity. This input selection is accomplished again with using if and
elif statements which then execute enclosed variable assignment operations. Finally, a
means of automatically generating case-specific subfolder names was implemented with
the casefolder variable which is changed by the user prior to each new script execution.
This allows for generation of a neatly organized output folder structure.

3.2.2

MultiPEPT Automated Output Parsing Script - MPplot2.bash

The Bash script for automating output parsing is called MPplot2.bash. This script should
be executed after the successful completion of mps.bash (such that each input case’s folder
also contains a subfolder comprising MultiPEPT output text files), and within the directory
containing all the cases of interest. This script must be customized by the user to the
specific output data desired for further analysis or plotting. The configuration that will be
described below is parsing of numerical values from a series of directory names and another
numerical value from a series of MultiPEPT output files.
As in mps.bash, a for loop is used to select the first alphanumeric folder within
the PWD. The name of this folder (“Axial285.6”) is parsed with a series of operations
which leave only the numerical portion of the directory name (“285.6”). Then, the third
column of a MultiPEPT text output file (“AvgUnlinked.txt”) is parsed. These two parsed
values represent the nominal (measured experimentally) axial position and the MultiPEPT
determined axial position from a stationary PEPT case. The two parsed values are written
into a single line in an output text file, occupying two columns. The script also calculates
relative error between both positions, and the number of CLs for each case, writing these
values to the third and fourth columns of the text file, respectively. Spaces are used as the
output text file’s delimiter between each of the four columns. After the first set of values are
parsed, the for loop advances to the second alphanumeric folder within the PWD, and the
same operations described above are executed on data in this folder. The script continues
iteratively in this fashion until all case folders are processed.
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The produced output text file may either be viewed directly using a text editor, imported
to a spreadsheet program for manipulation or plotting, or plotted by a tool such as GNUplot.
A script was developed called GNUcontrol.txt which allows direct plotting of the text file
data using GNUplot. GNUcontrol.txt is described in the following section in more detail.
In the case that the folders containing the input files are organized according to a
different naming convention, MPPlot2.bash can be modified to isolate desired descriptors
such as nominal axial position by using knowledge of Bash operators. The user should
review the script paths used for each new dataset to ensure compatibility.

3.2.3

Text File GNUcontrol.txt

In order to consistently and efficiently produce high-quality data plots, a script called
GNUcontrol.txt was developed. This short script is used to set plot labels (x and y axes
and title), select data to be plotted, and save the plot to the user’s storage. GNUcontrol.txt
should be modified by the user with each new use to select the correct plotting data and to
set labels, the output filename, and the legend position appropriately. The script is executed
by:
g n u p l o t GNUcontrol . t x t

3.2.4

MultiPEPT 1.10.X

A specially modified version of MultiPEPT, version 1.10.X, was created to simplify the
analysis of sets of stationary data. Two changes were implemented from version 1.10. The
first change is the ability to enter a time step that is a fraction of the input file’s total scan
length (as opposed to an absolute time in milliseconds), which simplifies parametric or
sensitivity studies of multiple input cases with differing time durations. For example, the
user could specify that a fraction of 0.25 be used as the timestep, which would result in a
timestep of 2.5 seconds being used for a 10 second input case.
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The second change in MultiPEPT 1.10.X is a new output file called AvgUnlinked.txt.
This file was conceived as of particular interest to the study of stationary tracers. It simply
contains the arithmetic mean of x, y, and z (as well as their uncertainties) of identified
clusters during all timesteps, thereby representing the average position of a stationary
tracer.

3.2.5

MultiPEPT 1.13.X

While this work was underway, a new method of locating radiotracers was implemented
in the MultiPEPT codebase: Feature Point Identification (FPI). This method was shown
to produce superior results compared to the G-means algorithm in all important metrics
[11]. In addition to FPI, timestep overlap was also implemented to provide more detected
positions from a given set of data, thus making the trajectory linking process more robust
(see Section 3.5).
It was desired to test these new methods in some of the present focused assessments.
In order to preserve the ability to analyze stationary tracers in the new program version,
the AvgUnlinked.txt file computation and output were added to MultiPEPT 1.13. This
“fork” of the codebase was named MultiPEPT 1.13.X. The “fractional time step” option
had already been included in MultiPEPT 1.13 so it was not necessary to migrate this feature
from MultiPEPT 1.10.X.

3.2.6

MultiPEPT Unlinked Data Particle Counter MP_particlecount2.bash - and Unlinked Output
Examination

A tool was developed which opens the MultiPEPT unlinked data output file, UnlinkedData.txt, counts the number of unique clusters (assumed particles) detected per timestep,
and produces an output text file which lists this number of particles (second column) for
each timestep (first column). This data can then be examined in the text file or plotted in
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order to ascertain trends in how the number of detected particles differ over consecutive
timesteps. This tool is utilized only for the second assessment (Section 3.4).

3.3

Assessment 1: Validating Inveon-MultiPEPT Central
Axis Response

The purpose of this study was to validate the response of the MultiPEPT code operating on
central axis data of the Inveon PET scanner. Sequential measurements (cases) were taken
in the Inveon along a line defined by x=0, y=0 along the bore of the machine. This was
accomplished by fixing a positron-emitting particle tracer in the moving bed and taking
short, stationary PET measurements (ten to thirty seconds) at distance intervals beginning
at the front (z=0 mm) and ending at the back (z=127 mm) of the scanner bore. Three
separate experiments in this fashion were undertaken in 2016, producing about thirty cases
for each experiment. Each case produced its own LISTMODE file.
The produced LISTMODE files were then automatically interrogated with MultiPEPT
by employing the mps.bash script, producing a set of data output files for each case. The
AvgUnlinked.txt file (Section 3.2.4) was then operated on by the MPPlot2.bash script
to produce a final output text file. These text files were subsequently plotted using the
GNUcontrol.txt script.

3.3.1

Results

A comparison of the three experiments can be seen below in Figures 3.2 to 3.4. Each
datapoint in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 contains or is derived from MultiPEPT results from a
single case, while similarly each datapoint in Figure 3.4 is obtained from a single case’s
Inveon PET log file. Figure 3.4 revealed a data anomaly with respect to nominal and actual
count time.
In analyzing the relatively abrupt central drop-off of number of CLs observed in Dataset
1 (30 second counts) versus Datasets 2 and 3 (10 second counts), an unexplained variance
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Figure 3.2: Axial position comparison. The axial position z=0 mm represents the front of
the detector bore, while z=127 mm represents the back of the bore. Some values beyond
127mm are plotted for the first dataset to demonstrate trend direction at and beyond the
axial periphery.
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Figure 3.3: Axial position relative error comparison. The axial position z=0 mm represents
the front of the detector bore, while z=127 mm represents the back of the bore. Some
values beyond 127mm are plotted for the first dataset to demonstrate trend direction at and
beyond the axial periphery.
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Figure 3.4: Lines of response comparison. The axial position z=0 mm represents the front
of the detector bore, while z=127 mm represents the back of the bore. Some values beyond
127mm are plotted for the first dataset to demonstrate trend direction at and beyond the
axial periphery. The large count rate increase seen between approximately z=25 and z=105
mm for dataset 1 is attributable to the discrepancy discussed in Section 3.3.1.
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in actual measurement time was found to be occurring during Inveon detector operation. In
particular, it was discovered that the PET measurement time specified in software was not
the exact time used by the Inveon PET scanner for its physical measurement time. Figure
3.4 shows total number of CLs contained within each case’s LISTMODE file. In practice,
over the bed total range, nominal thirty second count times resulted in a count time range
of 22.5 to 43.7 seconds. Steep count time gradients appeared at around 25mm and 110mm.
The cause of this anomaly is not known, having not been described in available
documentation. During long count times (minutes or hours), the nominal/actual differences
remain on the order of seconds. The Inveon machine or software may adjust nominal
count time as compensation feature for other factors such as bed position for geometric
considerations. Despite the variances in actual count time, the data collected is able to be
used as-is, since adequate counts were obtained in each case or position for MultiPEPT
processing. Therefore, the moderate variances in count time (maximum of roughly 50 %)
will not appreciably affect central axis position determination by MultiPEPT.
In Figure 3.2, a strong linear relationship with slope very close to one is apparent
in each experimental dataset, with degradation of performance occurring only at the
edges of the bore (axial position approaching 0mm or 127mm). This linear relationship
indicates excellent MultiPEPT performance in axial position determination. The bore
edge degradation is expected since PET scanner sensitivity is best at the center of the
bore. Figure 3.3 confirms the overall low rate of error in MultiPEPT’s axial position
results, with differences in relative error between the three datasets at the center of the bore
(63.5mm) well less than 0.05. Finally, excellent experimental repeatability is demonstrated
by comparing the three datasets presented first in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.
Figure 3.4 provides a glimpse into the data on which MultiPEPT operates. The total
number of CLs contained within each case’s LISTMODE file is presented. The first
dataset contains cases with nominal PET measurement time of 30 seconds, while the
second and third dataset cases used a nominal PET measurement time of 10 seconds. As
discussed above, a discrepancy was discovered between nominal measurement time and
actual measurement time which applies to this data. However, the nominal 30 second
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dataset still has actual measurement times available for MultiPEPT processing in excess of
the nominal 10 second datasets.

3.4

Assessment 2: Parametric Study of MultiPEPT Mesh
Voxel Size and Other Input Parameters

The purpose of this assessment is to examine the sensitivity of MultiPEPT results to mesh
voxel size. A few metrics were selected as pertinent to MultiPEPT performance: number of
particles detected per timestep (prior to linking), total number of linked particles produced
(after linking), and number of linked particles “coordinated” with actual particle locations.
As with Assessment 1, a number of tools were produced to aid in the analysis of MultiPEPT
output data (see Section 3.2 for their description). The dataset utilized for all portions of
this assessment is a stationary GATE model which contains 25 point source Na-22 particles
arranged throughout the simulated detector bore, each with activity of 5 microcuries [11].
The produced CLs from all particles correspond to an average PET detector efficiency of
about six percent.
Since Assessment 2 focuses on mesh voxel size, the time slice is held constant at 100ms
through the assessment. An average of about total 25,200 CLs per time slice is produced.
This corresponds to about 1,000 CLs per time slice per particle present in the detector bore.

3.4.1

Unlinked G-Means Examination

First, an examination of unlinked MultiPEPT output was conducted, with G-Means as
the clustering algorithm. This allows an assessment of the clustering performance and
especially variability absent any influence from the linking process.
MP_particlecount2.bash was used to produce Figure 3.5, which shows the number of
particles detected per timestep. The case uses G-means as the cluster (particle) identifier,
with a 100ms timestep, and with all other MultiPEPT input parameters set to their defaults.
The figure clearly demonstrates a positive relationship between voxel size and the number
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Figure 3.5: Unlinked data examination
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of particles found per timestep, beyond the true number of 25 particles (excess particle
detection), with variance also increasing significantly with larger voxel sizes. Only the
0.5mm and 1mm voxel sizes seem tenable for accurate use in this case, as 2mm and larger
voxel sizes produce relative errors greater than 100 percent in a large number of timesteps.
The reasons that larger voxel sizes (more coarse meshs) cause G-Means to identify a
greater number of radiotracer clusters are that CL crossing count integration and noise
integration effects both increase with larger voxel sizes. Increased CL crossing count
integration here refers to many CLs from multiple radiotracers passing through particular
voxels, increasing the count matrix tallies for these voxels. It should also be noted that even
with a constant voxel size, both the specific voxels experiencing increased CL crossing
count density and the magnitude of the effect will vary based on the relative locations and
activities of radiotracers in the scanner bore. Noise integration effects refers to corrupt
CLs resulting from background radiation events, scattering events, and general noise. The
overall result of both CL crossing counter integration and noise integration is to cause false
clusters (clusters which do not represent physical radiotracer particles) to pass the G-means
clustering criterion when using a coarse mesh. A sufficiently more fine mesh would not
allow these false clusters to pass the G-means criterion. These effects are greatly reduced
when using FPI (see Section 3.4.3). Figure 3.6 provides a foundation to understand these
principles by demonstrating how the count matrix of a hypothetical scenario responses to
both coarse and fine spatial meshes.

3.4.2

Effect of Varying Mesh Voxel Size and Maximum Linking
Velocity on G-Means Linked Output

Next, an examination of linked data was conducted on the same 25 stationary particles
GATE model dataset, again using G-Means as the clustering algorithm.

Figure 3.5

demonstrates the effect of voxel size variation on MultiPEPT output data prior to linking.
The linking step has the ability to discard positions which are determined to be specious.
Therefore, a comparison of the unlinked data plot and a linked data plot can show the
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Figure 3.6: The figure demonstrates how a coarser mesh, especially with G-Means,
can result in integration of CLs from multiple radiotracers passing through particular
“nexus” voxels. Depending on the detection algorithm and its settings, this can result
in identification of spurious radiotracers. Noise integration, not illustrated, can occur in
a similar manner since noise spread across many voxels in a fine mesh will integrate in a
coarser mesh.
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overall influence of the linking step to either preserve or discard position data in particular
circumstances.
Figure 3.7 incorporates the output of twelve separate MultiPEPT cases. The first two
curves, 1 and 2, show data from the first six cases. These cases use voxel sizes varying
from 0.5 to 5 mm, 100ms timesteps, and otherwise default settings, including a maximum
linking velocity of 1 m/s. Curves 3 and 4 show data from the last six cases, which are
identical to the first six cases except that their maximum linking velocities were set to
0.05 m/s. This value represents a priori information about the MultiPEPT input, namely
that the particles are stationary and therefore any apparent velocity is not physical but
only a manifestation of statistical variation of radiative decay and/or any shortcomings
in GATE model or MultiPEPT processing algorithms or implementation thereof. Curve
5 demonstrates the actual number of GATE-produced particles present in each case: 25
particles.
Curve 1 of Figure 3.7 demonstrates a clear positive relationship between increasing
voxel size and number of particle positions found. However, since the GATE model dataset
actually only includes 25 particles, it is clear that voxel sizes over about 0.5 mm produce
very large errors, in the form of excess trajectory generation. Curve 2 of the figure shows
that the number of verified particle positions also degrades rapidly with increasing voxel
size. Linked performance of MultiPEPT with stationary particles using voxel sizes greater
than 0.5mm, 100ms timesteps, and otherwise default settings is very poor for this case.
Curves 3 and 4 of the figure show improvement in the linked performance of MultiPEPT
after the maximum velocity is limited to 0.05 m/s. Voxel sizes up to 4 mm provide a
high ratio of verified positions to total positions. The overall MultiPEPT result still tends
to over-predict the number of particles, but the extent of over-prediction with increasing
voxel size is restricted. Furthermore, the high ratio of verified positions to total positions
found in conjunction with verified positions in excess of 25 particles (Curve 4) shows that
the linking algorithm is erroneously producing excess positions, but most of these new
positions correspond to actual particles.
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Figure 3.7: G-Means linked data examination
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In other words, the following process is taking place. One identified position will
be “retired” from the linked output by the linking algorithm due to its disappearance
from the cluster algorithm’s output for several consecutive timesteps. However, it will
be replaced with a spatially nearly identical position appearing in subsequent timesteps.
This process could be the effect of counts in the vicinity of the first position decreasing
for some number of timesteps, then returning back to a value close to the original value at
some later timestep. This count variation could be due to statistical variation in radioactive
decays per timestep, variation in scattering angles and/or energies, or variations in detector
performance due to dead time and other effects. Furthermore, although Curve 3 tends to
exceed 25 particle positions, the fact that Curve 4 remains equal to or close to Curve 3 in
Figure 3.7 demonstrates that these excess positions are real, resulting from splintering of
trajectories rather than specious particle trajectory generation.

3.4.3

Effect of Varying Mesh Voxel Size on FPI Linked Output

G-Means linked data accuracy was shown in the previous section to suffer harshly from
the effects of reduced mesh fidelity. FPI has been seen in previous work to yield superior
performance in metrics such as number of particles found and spatial accuracy as compared
to G-Means [11]. Therefore, the same GATE model 25 particle stationary case was
interrogated again with MultiPEPT using the FPI clustering algorithm, and its linked data
was examined. Voxel sizes were varied identically to the G-Means cases, but maximum
velocity was left at its default value of 1 m/s for all FPI cases (no a priori information
provided to MultiPEPT concerning the input case’s stationary nature).
Figure 3.8 provides curves representing both the number of position files MultiPEPT
generates as well as the number of those generated which are verified “true.” When using
mesh sizes of 0.5mm and 1mm, MultiPEPT generated 25 position files, and all 25 position
files were verified as true. Once the mesh size is increased to 2mm, fewer positions are
generated but those which are generated are still all true. With mesh size greater than
2mm, spatial errors reduce the number of verified positions to a fractional value of the total
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Figure 3.8: FPI linked data examination
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number of positions generated by MultiPEPT. In general, this behavior is consistent with
degradation induced by reduced mesh fidelity. In contrast to the G-Means results, FPI is
shown to not suffer from excess trajectory generation due to noise, as was the case with
G-Means.
Although not susceptible to excess trajectory generation, Figure 3.8 shows that FPI
is susceptible to the aggregation of several physical radiotracers into one agglomerated
radiotracer.

This type of error occurs when mesh voxel size becomes large enough

that adjacent physical radiotracers become separately indistinguishable features, and is
demonstrated by Figure 3.9. G-Means would in all likelihood demonstrate this same
aggregating behavior as a dominant error mode as well, were it not more susceptible to
excess particle trajectory generation due to noise.

3.5

Assessment 3: Parametric Study of MultiPEPT Temporal Overlap with Complex Particle
Motion

A focused assessment of the effect and utility of temporal overlap in MultiPEPT was
conducted. Temporal overlap (or simply “overlap”) is a method which decouples the time
step increment from the overall time slice duration, allowing time steps smaller than the
chosen time slice duration. As an implicit consequence, the same CL time history data
is present in multiple time slices. The intent of the method is to increase the number of
detected positions extracted from a given set of data which makes linking of positions into
a particle trajectory more robust.
Overlap can be used to increase the length of time slices which is ideal for low CL
density (generally resulting from low activity, small time slices, or both) scenarios for the
same reason that a larger timestep is beneficial - it allows the integration of more CLs in
each timestep, enhancing the detection algorithm’s performance. Unlike simply specifying
a larger timestep, when overlap is used the same number of positions per unit time of
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Detector Bore Containing
Many Radiotracers in
Close Proximity

Figure 3.9: The figure demonstrates how a coarser mesh, especially with FPI, can lead
to the aggregation of several physical radiotracers into a smaller number of agglomerated
radiotracers. Several possible groupings of physical radiotracters into detected radiotracers
by FPI are suggested by the red ellipses, although more are possible.
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the time history are generated - in effect, creating a higher sampling rate for the linking
algorithm. However, this approach can result in “oversmoothing” in some scenarios,
especially when complex non-linear particle motion is anticipated, such as during turbulent
flow.
Therefore, this study examines complex particle trajectories generated using the GATE
model (see Section 1.2.2). The goal is to determine ideal fractional overlaps to the extent
possible, and especially how these ideal overlaps compare across different sinusoid cases
and against corresponding “non-overlaped” MultiPEPT results. The use of the GATE
model in the workflow allows precisely specified trajectories to be input into MultiPEPT,
and for the generated MultiPEPT trajectories to then be compared directly back against the
precisely specified original trajectories.
Sixteen cases were generated by a colleague (Matthew Herald) using the GATE model
and subsequently input to MultiPEPT. Each case (case 2 through case 17; case 1 was not
utilized) traces sinusoids in accordance with Table 3.2. The sinusoid is traced using 100
particles which are programmed to be sequentially fed into the same end of the detector
bore with the same deterministic sinusoidal characteristics (amplitude and frequency)
but differing detector bore paths, as shown in Figure 3.10. The next particle enters at
approximately the same time that the immediately prior particles exits. Each particle has
an activity of about 16.3 microcuries, which at a 10ms time slice generates about 300 CLs
per timestep at the center of bore on average, corresponding to a PET detector efficiency of
about 5 percent. With one particle entering the bore and another particle leaving the bore,
about 220 CLs are produced on average with the 10ms time slice.
A number of important points should be made regarding the results and conclusions
drawn concerning performance. First, the best possible scenario for MultiPEPT output in
this study would be that exactly 100 particle trajectories are generated, all 100 of these
particle trajectories are then verified to trace the actual inputed GATE model trajectories
(verifying that all particles were “found” by MultiPEPT), the entire detector bore sinusoid
path from start to finish for all particles is traced, and the average trajectory spatial error is
low (less than 1mm or better) with few outliers. In reality, no combination of input settings
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Table 3.2: Description of sinusoid case characteristics and usage
Case Activity
per
Particle
(µCi)
2
16.3
3
16.3
4
16.3
5
16.3
6
16.3
7
16.3
8
16.3
9
16.3
10
16.3
11
16.3
12
16.3
13
16.3
14
16.3
15
16.3
16
16.3
17
16.3

Amplitude Frequency Maximum
Velocity

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5

5
10
20
50
5
10
20
50
5
10
20
50
5
10
20
50

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.5
0.6
0.8
1.15
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MultiPEPT
Maximum
Velocity
Used
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.2
1
1
1.1
1.6
1
1.2
1.6
3.3

Chosen
for
Focused
Study

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure 3.10: GATE model generated sinusoids examined in Assessment 3, which are fed
through the bore in accordance with the methodology described in Section 3.5. The next
three figures show MultiPEPT results from Case 17 since this is the most challenging case
(highest amplitude and frequency).
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and cases tested generated results which met all of these ideal performance criteria - but
some combinations will be seen to fare better than others.
Specific to these criteria, the following should be considered. If more than 100 particle
trajectories are generated by MultiPEPT (“excess trajectories”), then some or all particles
will be represented by more than one text file containing trajectory values (“splintering”
of trajectories). Although this can be rectified manually by human intervention, this is
less than ideal and could introduce human error. If fewer than 100 particle trajectories are
generated by MultiPEPT (“under-detection”), then not every particle is detected and linked
by MultiPEPT. If there are 100 or more particle trajectories generated but fewer than 100
particles verified found (“false positives”), then not every particle is accurately described by
a MultiPEPT trajectory. For any of the above situations, spatial error applies, and smaller is
better. These criteria are influenced not only by input parameters but inherent performance
of the detection and linking algorithms in MultiPEPT.
Aliasing-like effects were considered during the selection of MultiPEPT time slice
values. Aliasing does not strictly apply to the MultiPEPT operation of generating particle
positions and trajectories from CLs, since the CLs themselves represent not a continuous
but a discrete signal, and the output (generated positions) is also discrete. However,
aliasing-like effects could occur when these discrete CLs represent a continuous signal
such as a sinusoid, depending on MultiPEPT time slice settings. In particular, when more
than half of the sinusoidal period is contained by the MultiPEPT time slice, spatial accuracy
will suffer as generated positions regress to the sinusoid equilibrium line, since the average
value of a sine or cosine function over its period is zero. As one full period is exceeded by
the time slice value, similar effects will continue. Under these circumstances, generated
trajectories may resemble sinusoids, but they will not be faithful to the original input
sinusoidal trajectories. Verification algorithms in use which calculate spatial error as the
difference of true GATE model trajectory positions and generated trajectory positions will
demonstrate this effect in the Results section (3.5.1).
50 hertz is the limiting frequency (cases 5, 9, 13, and 17), which would require a 10
milliseconds or smaller time slice in order to maintain spatial accuracy in accordance
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with the above discussion during MultiPEPT use. Time slices were employed larger
than 10 milliseconds; the largest time slice used was 34 milliseconds. Therefore, results
using timesteps greater than 10 milliseconds for cases 13 and 17 in the following section
experience some aliasing-like effects.

3.5.1

Results

Cases 10, 13, and 17 were selected from the set of sixteen cases in order to focus on three
increasingly more complex particle trajectories. Results of the study are summarized in
Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Three plots of case 17 are presented in Figures 3.12 through 3.13, each
with differing time slice and/or timestep settings. A number of general trends are apparent.
First, without overlap, time steps increasing from 2ms (where no trajectories were
generated) up to a timestep of 10ms result in greater numbers of trajectories generated
and particles found. Beyond 10ms, both the number of trajectories generated and particles
found decrease monotonically. Excess trajectory generation is limited to only one instance
throughout.
Therefore, the general timestep value of best performance when not utilizing overlap for
the three cases of interest is around 10ms. This is likely due to large portions of or multiple
sinusoid periods being captured by single larger (greater than 10ms) timesteps, resulting in
a reconstructed trajectory containing timesteps containing oversmoothed “average-value”
points close to the sinusoid equilibrium line, instead of tracking the actual sinusoid
displacement motion. Based on nominal case frequencies, the timestep which would
encompass an entire period is 200ms for case 10 and 20ms for cases 13 and 17. The
spatial error caused by this effect should be especially pronounced in case 17 due to its
larger amplitude. To these points, it is seen in Table 3.4 for 18ms and 22ms timesteps that
the case 13 and 17 spatial error (both average and worst) increase more rapidly compared
to case 10. Case 17’s trajectories at a 10ms timestep are demonstrated in Figure 3.11. Some
spatial outliers are apparent in examining the X and Y position slices (top and middle plots).
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Table 3.3: Number of MultiPEPT (MP) trajectories generated and number of GATE model particles verified found for each case,
arranged row-wise first according to total time slice size, then MP timestep (TS) and overlap (OL) input settings. The “CL/TS”
column provides the approximate number of CLs per time slice at detector bore center. Each “ MP Trajectory” and “Particles
Found” cell provides the results from three cases - case 10, case 13, and case 17 - in order of increasing trajectory complexity.
Each particle verified found may consist of multiple MP trajectories (splintering). Each case consists of 100 sequential particles.
One set of trajectories (2ms time step, 16ms overlap) was “relinked” using an experimental post-processing technique.
Total
Time Slice
(TS + OL)
(ms)
2
3
4
10
18
18
(Traj.
Relinked)
22
26
34

CL/
TS

65
90
120
300
540
540
630
740
935

No Overlap Used
TS MP
Particles
(ms) Trajectories
Verified
Generated
Found
(10, 13, 17)
(10, 13, 17)
2
0 ,0, 0
0 ,0, 0
3
54, 53, 27
52, 49, 26
4
123, 100, 86
98, 88, 81
10
100, 100, 99
100, 100, 99
18
98, 93, 80
98, 93, 80

Overlap Used
TS OL MP
(ms) (ms) Trajectories
Generated
(10, 13, 17)

Particles
Verified
Found
(10, 13, 17)

2
2
2
2
2

1
2
8
16
16

48, 58, 57
155, 143, 119
221, 169, 230
274, 141, 253
255, 110, 175

47, 55, 53
98, 99, 93
100, 100, 100
100, 100, 100
100, 100, 100

22

53, 57, 47

53, 57, 46

34

30, 24, 31

26, 24, 28

2
2
2

20
24
32

507, 232, 241
495, 439, 299
560, 594, 542

100, 100, 100
100, 100, 100
100, 100, 100
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Table 3.4: Average spatial trajectory errors and worst (highest) spatial trajectory errors for each case, arranged row-wise first
according to total time slice size, then MP timestep (TS) and overlap (OL) input settings. The “CL/TS” column provides the
approximate number of CLs per time slice at detector bore center. Each “ MP Trajectory” and “Particles Found” cell provides the
results from three cases - case 10, case 13, and case 17 - in order of increasing trajectory complexity. Each case consists of 100
sequential particles. One set of trajectories (2ms time step, 16ms overlap) was “relinked” using an experimental post-processing
technique.
Total
Time Slice
(TS + OL)
(ms)
2
3
4
10
18
18
(Traj.
Relinked)
22
26
34

CL/
TS

65
90
120
300
540
540
630
740
935

No Overlap Used
TS Average
Worst
(ms) Trajectory
Trajectory
Error (mm) Error (mm)
(10, 13, 17)
(10, 13, 17)
2
NA
NA
3
0.7, 0.8, 1.1
1.1, 2.3, 2.8
4
0.8, 1.0, 1.4
1.9, 2.8, 4.4
10
2.0, 2.4, 3.7
2.4, 3.1, 9.3
18
4.0, 4.3, 7.3
4.4, 5.6, 40.7

Overlap Used
TS OL Average
(ms) (ms) Trajectory
Error (mm)
(10, 13, 17)

Worst
Trajectory
Error (mm)
(10, 13, 17)

2
2
2
2
2

1
2
8
16
16

0.7, 0.8, 0.9
0.8, 0.8, 0.9
2.0, 2.4, 6.0
4.0, 4.3, 6.2
3.9, 4.3, 6.3

1.0, 1.1, 2.4
1.3, 1.2, 2.9
2.7, 3.2, 6.0
5.0, 5.2, 19.7
4.9, 4.9, 19.7

22

4.9, 6.5, 19.0

5.5, 20.5, 91.4

34

NA

NA

2
2
2

20
24
32

4.9, 5.2, 7.1
6.0, 6.2, 7.5
7.9, 8.2, 10.1

6.8, 7.4, 28.8
8.8, 27.7, 28.1
12.6,
24.8,
36.6
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Figure 3.11: Case 17 trajectories reconstructed by MultiPEPT from the GATE model input
with a 10ms timestep and no overlap. The MultiPEPT produced trajectories are mostly
complete across the bore, as seen in the bottom plot. The trajectories do suffer from some
spurious radial positions found, as evidenced by the outliers in the middle and top plots.
No splintering of trajectories is apparent.
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Figure 3.12: Case 17 trajectories reconstructed by MultiPEPT from the GATE model input
with 2ms timestep and 2ms overlap. Compared to Figure 3.11, the MultiPEPT produced
trajectories are less complete across the bore, since the plot figure shows only about 50mm
of active axial detection area. Splintering of trajectories is apparent.
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Figure 3.13: Case 17 trajectories reconstructed by MultiPEPT from the GATE model input
with 2ms timestep and 8ms overlap. Compared to Figures 3.11 and 3.12, the best overall
trajectory completeness is seen (bottom plot), with the fewer radial outliers (top and middle
plots). However, splintering of trajectories is apparent, which can be overcome with human
intervention in post-processing.
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Overlap was then employed in a way that allows direct comparison to the non-overlap
cases, since the input settings were chosen in order to result in identical total time slices.
Benefits of using overlap are a lower average trajectory error, lower worst trajectory error
(outlier reduction), and much better number of particles verified found. The main detriment
when using overlap is seen to be a significant excess trajectories generated, from 155%
to 560%, increasing nearly monotonically with overlap used. However, even as excess
trajectory generation exceeds 500%, found particle percentage remains at the ideal value
of 100 for all cases 10, 13, and 17. Relinking as employed for the single overlapped
case (2ms timestep, 16ms overlap) was shown to moderately improve excess MultiPEPT
trajectory generation. Some excess trajectories (7%-31%) were consolidated, with more
complex case trajectories (cases 13 and 17) experiencing greater consolidation.
For timesteps of 2ms, overlap of 8ms (400%) or greater results in 100 verified
found particles. Increasing overlap beyond 400 % but less than about 1000% results
in increasingly larger portions of trajectories being found, as evidenced by Figures 3.12
and 3.13. However, overlap in excess of about 1000% reduces the fraction of trajectories
paths found, even though all are identified to some extent. These holes dovetail with the
aforementioned large excess trajectory buildup, since each hole results in a splintering of
trajectory files.
For both non-overlap and overlap cases, greater total time slice size almost monotonically results in larger spatial error. Taking this into consideration along with the above
discussion, a range of ideal overlap sizes is apparent: between 100% and 800% overlap.
On the low end at 100% (2ms timestep, 2ms overlap), spatial error is excellent at less
than 1.0mm for average trajectory error, and 93-98 of particles are verified found, but the
fraction of trajectory path traced is rather limited. On the high end of 800% (2ms timestep,
16ms overlap) much more trajectory path is traced throughout the detector bore, and all
100 particles are verified found, but average spatial error increases to between 4.0mm to
6.2mm.
In summary, overlap operation is shown to outperform non-overlap MultiPEPT operation in all metrics except for excess trajectory generation. Depending on the relative
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importance of spatial accuracy, trajectory path fraction found, and number of particles
verified found, overlap between 100% to 800% is the best range for users to consider.
As long as excess trajectory generation is acceptable, temporal overlap should be used by
default for most conceivable cases.

3.6

Best Practices for MultiPEPT Use

A number of best practices have been identified based on the results of Assessments 1-3:
1. When possible, it is recommended to utilize the central two-thirds of the detector
bore geometry for best CL capture and accuracy. For flow loops running through the
detector, it is understood that it is not possible to confine detector bore use to the
central portion. However, for stationary particle studies or smaller moving subjects,
the central bore location is preferable.
2. FPI should be used as the detection algorithm in all circumstances. G-Means does
not offer any advantages over FPI.
3. Voxel mesh sizes of 1mm or 0.5mm should be the default choice for all applications
in the Inveon scanner. Anything larger than 1mm will likely result in degradation of
results, even when using FPI. Sizes smaller than 0.5mm have not been investigated
but are approaching detector accuracy limits.
4. Temporal overlap should be considered for default use for all MultiPEPT applications. It is recommended that test cases be run for each new application with varying
degrees of overlap and that the results be examined carefully. Overlap in excess of
800 % is likely to result in oversmoothing and should be avoided. Total time slice size
should also be considered to avoid aliasing-like effects with periodic phenomenon.
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Chapter 4
Work Summary and Future Work
4.1

Author Work Summary

A substantial effort was undertaken - and documented in Chapter 1 - to comprehend
the history and current landscape of PEPT technology such as MultiPEPT. The author
performed a literature review of important milestones in PEPT technology, with special
emphasis on the relative merits of each technology at the data processing and algorithmic
levels. Detailed and frequent discussion with the MultiPEPT code author enabled an
accurate understanding of the particulars of this software, both in practical usage and from
a nuanced technical perspective.
This understanding of MultiPEPT allowed for the roughly 4,000 line code audit documented in Chapter 2. The entire main body of code as well as every subroutine was read,
analyzed, and comprehended. In order to validate more complicated algorithms, specific
algorithms (G-means, Munkres, Principal Component Analysis, etc) were researched and
comprehended. The structure and operation of the implementing MultiPEPT subroutines
were then objectively compared to the definitions of the algorithms. 75 total comments
were generated and discussed collaboratively with the MultiPEPT author. The resolution
of two comments in particular resulted in better convergence of the detection algorithm and
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faster execution time for the linking algorithm. The list of all comments and accompanying
discussion are captured in the appendix.
Lastly, a series of three focused assessments of MultiPEPT were designed and executed
as detailed in Chapter 3. Specific software scripts and tools were created to aid research
efficiency and accuracy. These software tools were written in a straightforward manner and
well-commented to encourage future use in follow-on research, especially in the conduct
of parametric studies. Additionally, these tools or their basic structures could be used as
the basis for future parameter optimization and/or deep learning platforms.
A number of interesting and useful interpretations were drawn from the focused
assessments. First, the axial bias of the Inveon-MultiPEPT system was demonstrated
to be linear over the entire detector bore with the exceptional of the far peripheries.
Next, MultiPEPT performance variability was demonstrated under different mesh voxel
sizes, maximum linking velocities, and detection algorithms. Most notably, it was shown
that a small (less than 1mm) mesh voxel size and the FPI detection algorithm yield
the best detection and trajectory linking results when using MultiPEPT. The difference
in performance degradation characteristics between the G-means and FPI detection
algorithms was also revealed and explained using detailed figures. Lastly, a new MultiPEPT
technique feature, temporal overlap, was analyzed using complicated particle trajectories,
and found to reconstruct enhanced trajectories as compared to the default temporal method.
Using the knowledge gleaned from these assessments, guidelines for MultiPEPT users
were compiled at the end of Chapter 3. This effort is an initial contribution to public
and/or commercial documentation for MultiPEPT, which would be necessary to support
the broader use of MultiPEPT.

4.2

Future Work

Although the presented assessments provide insight into the performance of MultiPEPT
in a variety of measurement domains, further investigation and analysis would benefit
understanding of how to optimize user settings as well as inform areas where MultiPEPT
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codebase improvement should focus. User settings are still very specific to the measurement domain, and a comprehensive set of guidelines could be produced based on a wider
range of assessments. These guidelines could be published in a formal user’s manual,
perhaps along with a flowchart designed to simplify the user’s choice of MultiPEPT
settings. Finally, with sufficient understanding of MultiPEPT performance, a set of tools
could be integrated into MultiPEPT itself in order to “autoset” optimal user settings based
on an examination of input data.
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MULTIPEPT CODE AUDIT
A code audit of MultiPEPT version 1.7 was undertaken by Eric Moore in order to validate the
proper functioning of the code base (lack of programming “bugs”); identify areas which might
benefit from optimization; and identify areas which might benefit from refactoring (code
reorganization). The audit was began during August 2015 and concluded during March 2016.
The audit was comprehensive (every line of code, nearly 4000 lines, was analyzed) as well as
independent. The code’s author, Cody Wiggins, provided follow-up comments to each identified
issue and a disposition was decided upon for each comment.
Methods utilized to perform the audit include:
● Data validation (PET LISTMORE format manipulation, data container suitability,
handling between functions and code blocks, etc)
● Validation of physical models (PET geometry, etc)
● Validation of algorithms (Bresenham, G-means, Munkres, statistical approaches, etc)
● Code flow path validation (proper use of loops and conditional statements under all
possible circumstances)
● Suggestions regarding possible programming optimization to increase performance
● Suggestions regarding redundant or confusing programming constructs as applicable
A total of 27 validation comments were compiled for disposition, with 8 comments already
completed satisfactorily. In addition, there were 33 optimization comments and 15 refactoring
comments identified (though not mutually exclusive).
Two resolved comments led to immediate improvements in the code. A validation comment
noted an issue with the three-dimensional Bresenham implementation whose resolution led to
immediate improvement in the results of the code (validation comment 8); and a redundant
search operation in the Munkres algorithm was disabled which led to substantially faster
performance (optimization comment 26).
By nature of their effect on the proper operation on the code, validation comments are generally
higher priority than other comments. The current status of each identified validation comment
may be found on the table on page 3.
Three attachments are provided (Attachments 1-3) which provide all final validation,
optimization, and refactoring comments. Original comments are in black font (Eric Moore),
response are in red (Cody Wiggins), and follow-up and/or final responses from Eric Moore or the
team are in blue. Although generally lower priority, the optimization and refactoring comments
are anticipated to be very useful in attempting to increase code performance and readability as
current needs and team resources allow.
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Comment #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Disposition
Team evaluate
Team evaluate
Team evaluate
Evaluate for future
applications
Complete
Complete
Eric evaluate
Cody implement next
version
Team evaluate
Complete
Eric evaluate
Eric evaluate
Complete
Team evaluate
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Team run a trial
Team evaluate
Eric evaluate
Team evaluate (low
priority)
Team evaluate (low
priority)
Eric evaluate
Cody implement next
version
Cody implement next
version
Cody evaluate
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ATTACHMENT 1: VALIDATION COMMENTS
1. Option setting string optionInput -> best way to set this up? "N" default and set before
each option input and if statement? What is purpose of reassignment before each option.
For example, no option Input reassignment =”n” before advanced options?
Upon declaring the variable, I know I set it to “n” ust for the sake of having it initialized.
From that point on, I probably just wasn’t as careful when adding new options. I know that the
thought behind having it default to “no” was so that if the user didn’t put anything it would
default to just skipping that step and using the default value for whatever option; however, I’m
not sure that’s actually what it would do.
YES: Team member reexamine.
optionInput and others can be defaulted to ‘n’ or ‘y’ according to use for consistency.

2. “-1 default” I think you can make an empty cin do the same thing (this would be user just
“entering” through, easier)
if (!cin) {
maxVel = 1}
Basically any value but the null value for cin is bolean TRUE, so !TRUE = FALSE and maxVel
will not be set to 1. But if null, cin = FALSE and then !FALSE = TRUE, if executes.
I guess my only concern here is that having to enter “-1” makes you think about it so that
you don’t accidentally “enter” your way too far and miss what you meant to input. Nonetheless, I
think this is probably a good idea, but I’ll seek the opinions of Seth and Roque (the other two
primary users).
YES:
Seek opinions of other users and change accordingly.

3. Varible optionInput vs theAnswer: Seem to serve identical functions. They’re both gateways
to immediately proceeding if statement branches. Merge two variables into one?
This sounds good to me too. This is likely a relic from writing different parts at different
times.
YES: Team member to address
One variable can be used to perform both functions.
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4. Line 977: meshGrid array is assigned a pointer type deal with a size of length. However
integral length is divided by meshsize earlier (line485). Is this intended? I know it’s still an int
after the division since variable type is int (it just drops any fraction component, AKA an
implicit cast).
After looking at your “for loop array builder”, I think you’ve probably thought thru this but
program should enforce an integral quotient independent of C implicit casting of float to int.
Otherwise your last mesh cell in each dimension could be acting funky with respect to the others
since it would represent a different physical span. I think this would occur if length / meshSize =
10/3 instead of 10/2.5, etc. I could be wrong.
As previously stated, the all calculations are now being done in units of “meshSize”, so
the length of the grid is length/meshSize. As for the concern about losing precision because of
this division process, I think that’s legitimate and needs to be addressed. Because I’ve been
aware of that, I’ve just always used evenly divisible meshes (for instance, 1 or 2 mm), but that
should be made more general. I think it may be as simple as doing it the way it’s currently done,
but adding a portion to check for and correct these end-effects. Any suggestions here would be
appreciated.
YES: Reconsider method for future applications.
Low priority. Not necessary for current application of PEPT, but likely beneficial for
future applications
5. Per email conversation, Eric Moore and Cody Wiggins Aug15:
fread on line 720 assigns output of type size_t to type int “i”. implicit conversion takes
places here that is okay with current usage of assignment to i which is <=6.
But if were to assign (much) larger values, since int and size_t are same size with size_t
(unsigned) only using positive values and int (signed) going - and +, you can experience rollover
to a negative value by implicitly converting from size_t to int with large values.
Recommend declare i as “size_t” to futureproof code.
Sounds good. This is something I’d have to check again.
…
Since that was a quick one to check, I just tried that and it seems to work just fine.
YES: Completed
6. Line 1109: don’t need to swap z1/z2 in this if statement?
Unfortunately, it seems as though my line numbers are different from yours. I think
you’re referring to:
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if (x1[i]>x2[i]){
swap(x1[i],x2[i]);
swap(y1[i],y2[i]);
}
meaning that you’re curious why there’s not also a swap(z1,z2) statement. My gut is “yes” there
should be one, but I’m thinking about it.
…
I just did some tests and it looks like “yes” is correct. Fortunately, the error being caused by that
wasn’t too great, but I’m definitely seeing an improvement by adding the z-swap. Good catch.
Thank you. I’ll keep playing with it and keep an eye on that.
YES: Complete
7. Comment: there is a way to do the Brensenham without rounding (which occurs on lines 1117
to 1119), probable optimization:
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/goa/mallinnus/lines/bresenh.html
http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Bitmap/Bresenham's_line_algorithm#C.2B.2
I do rounding to keep it all integer math and thus make it run more quickly. I round in
spots where I needed to make sure it rounded and didn’t just truncate.
YES: Eric dig more into Bresenham implementation
8. Declaration of function munkres around line 329 (V1.7): some missing text in description of
link1, link2, and on line 336 it seems
Yup… I haven’t fully commented things that are new in v.1.7 (maybe some spots in the previous
one too), this is an instance
YES:
Comments need to be updated in new version
9. On line 787, recommend using return EXIT_FAILURE or return 1 instead of exit(1). exit
won’t properly destroy objects in many cases.
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/30250934/how-to-end-c-code
That sounds good to me
YES: Team member address
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10. Line 937 ( if (((e5&10)==10)&&((e4&240)==0)) ): Going off the time mark tags, the 240
makes sense, but if using a comparison against 10 (binary 1010) for the lower nibble of e5, it can
possibly let in other types of packets, in particular a microcontroller tag.
I have no idea if the microcontroller packets are even in the listmode files, but since its e0 lower
nibble is 1111, 1111&1010 will produce 1010 or 10, indistinguishable from a time mark packet.
Since the microcontroller packets are undefined at e4, it’s a tossup whether it will pass the
e4&240 == 0 comparison. The ERS rocket I/O packet would have the same possible issue but
wouldn’t pass the &240 test.
I think changing the line to the following will avoid this issue, let me know if I’m off base:
if (((e5&15)==10)&&((e4&240)==0))
Yeah, I think you’re right. I would guess that micro-controller word would come through if we
were to move the bed around during a scan, which we never do with the Inveon. That’s probably
why it hasn’t affected us so far. I’m going to go ahead and change that.
YES: Completed
11. Lines 975-976: Should cNum1= cNum1 >> 3;  be an operation performed before
assignment of cNum1?
Not necessarily. The first crystal number ends on bit-3 of byte-2. Thus, the smallest (non-zero)
number it would display is 8 instead of 1. Instead of reading it all in and doing the math to
convert this, I just use a bit-shift operator. It is true that I could do this at assignment with a
command like:
cNum1= ((e2&248)+e3*256+(e4&15)*256*256)>>3;
but I just did it in two lines in an effort to look a little cleaner.
Yes: Eric reevaluate
12. Line 1202: Here there is a while loop nested in a for loop. The while loop conditions check
i!=t.size() but the parent for loop actually prevents that condition with the i<t.size()-10 . Even if
you nix the -10 the for loop won’t let i==t.size(). Could save a few CPU cycles here.
In this case, I think it actually is necessary. i is being incremented within the while loop,
so it’s possible for it to hit t.size() before that for loop gets a chance to check it. If this happens,
the while loop ends and then the for loop ends. Come to think of it, in this case (and this probably
happens 90% of the time) those loops will terminate within the while loop (when i==t.size()) so
that i actually does go beyond t.size()-10.
Yes: Eric reevaluate. Keep in mind that nested while increments i independent of outer for
Could change condition on while loop to i<t.size()-10 for consistency.
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13. Line 1800: this breaks for large # of iterations but there’s no flag that says, “Hey, not sure if
this is a great means result b/c it never converged to your tolerance.” I think you understand that
since you wrote it but maybe a quick cout << “Didn’t converge real good during kMeans
function” << endl; could be a helpful diagnostic.
I think that’s a good call. I’ll add that note. This was a place where a lot of bottlenecking
would occur. Usually it’s converged by a dozen or so iterations, but sometimes it would act up
here so I added this condition. Ideally, this “poor convergence” note would find it’s way to the
uncertainty calculation, but I’m not sure how to do that. It may be that in such cases, there will
naturally be a higher uncertainty, but that would take some testing.
There’s a similar thing at the end of the PCA function, too. I’m adding little warning
messages to the screen and runTape for both.
YES: Complete
14. For Adtest and chiSquare: To maintain high precision at all stages, might consider using
long double for mean, sumDistSqr, and stdev.
This might be worth trying. I ran into issues with this in ADtest so it may be worth doing
in the others. We’d have to check and see if improvements are worth the slowing down that
should accompany these larger data types.
YES: Low priority, checking performance vs benefit
15. Line 2078, chiSquared: The comment above states an intent to set maxBin and minBin two
standard deviations away from the mean, but on Line 2078 it’s set to 2.5/-2.5, is this intentional?
To make sure we’re on the same page, the data is normalized about 10 lines before this so
that its mean is 0 and its standard deviation is 1. Thus, +/- 2.5 is 2.5 standard deviations from the
mean. If I had to guess, I’d say that the use of “2.5” instead of “2.0” is from testing different bin
limits to see what works. 2.5 is probably just the last value that I tried, so it remains in the corpse
of this chi-squared function. As previously stated, the intent is that eventually this would be
variable.
YES: Complete

16. Line 2113: I believe that the last data point that is written to a given bin is actually assigned
to the next smaller bin erroneously. This is because a value that’s larger than both binLimit[i]
and binLimit[i+1] will satisfy both if statements, but only binnedDat[i] gets incremented. In a
sorted list (ascending), the first value to satisfy both if statements should be the first value in the
next [i+1] bin. Check it out though , I might well be wrong.
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Eric: I think above comment meant to point to line 2080
Yeah, I think you’re right. I switched the order of the if statements. I think that will do it.
It now reads like this:
int j=1; // will be used to index binnedDat
int k=0; // will be used to index binLimits
for (int i=0; i<x.size(); i++)
{
if (x[i]>binLimits[k+1]){
k++;
j++;
}
if (k>binLimits.size() || j>binnedDat.size()){
break;
}
if (x[i]>binLimits[k]){
binnedDat[j]++;
}
}
Hopefully that works. I think I could actually nest the second if statement inside the first since
you should go out of range right after either k++ or j++, but I’ll leave it to be safe. Since, the
current implementation doesn’t run through the chi-squared test, this will be something to test if
we decide to revive that.
Cody, I concur w/ your rewrite/reorder as long as you address the binLimits.size()-1 /
binnedDat.size() - 1 discussed below as well. But yeah, all the scenarios I”m imagining are
covered by the reorder of the if statements.
YES: Complete
17. Line 2122: Also on the binning loop. Since a vector’s size is always one greater than its
indexable range (e.g. if the size is 5, you can only index from 0 to 4 since 0 is the first entry), I
think k>(binLimits.size()-1) and j>(binnedDat.size()-1) are the comparisons you want to use.
I think you’re right. I changes it to (...).size()-1. Similar to the previous post, this is
something to be tested out if we revive chi-squared testing.
Based on the number of corrections to the chi-squared version you noted. I think I’m
going to pull out an old version where it was accessible and test these out, just to see. I think the
issue that I was originally having had to do with the chi-squared assumption that the expectation
value in each bin is greater than 5. I’m not sure this is always true with our data, and what I was
seeing happening is that the clustering would just keep splitting and never settle on a number. I
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think that bin expectation values were too low and clusters would just never pass the test. I’ll see
if these corrections affect that positively.
….
I updated an old version (v.1.4) with these chi-squared edits and it didn’t seem to help.
The same issue was still happening (detecting WAAAAY too many particles).
Yes, complete.

18. Line 2162: While looking up the gamma function, I apparently found some advice that the
tgamma function is the better choice to use, based on the way the math libraries are defined on
different platforms. I recommend considering migrating from gamma to tgamma after reviewing
this discussion, to preclude compiler compatibility issues and other weirdness. I think this should
be a straight replacement change.
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18116376/what-is-the-definition-for-gammadouble-x-and-w
hy-is-it-different-on-two-gcc-ve
Now, reading a bit further into the pVal function, I understand you referenced the below link:
http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/432194/How-to-Calculate-the-Chi-Squared-P-Value
From this link:
“Depending whatever language you're using, you're standard math library might already have the
gamma function built in. For instance in C, math.h you can calculate the gamma function by
calling tgamma(). I would suggest you check to see if you have it, as the implementations in the
standard libraries are usually more efficient, faster, and more accurate.”
So not to overcomplicate this, but if it’s compiling an outside “gamma” function that you wrote
yourself using the guidance from that site, it’s probably okay. If you’re using a compiler
nonstandard “gamma” implementation, I would consider tgamma which is defined in the C ISO
standard so is more universal.
This one’s interesting. I agree that tgamma seems like a better option. I’m not sure what
library the gamma I’m using comes from (as I don’t think it’s cmath). I’m noticing now that
Xcode gives a warning on that line that “gamma is deprecated: first deprecated in OSX 10.9”. I
know Xcode uses an odd compiler, Apple LLVM 6.1 (although I think it’s similar to g++), so it
may similarly have some odd default libraries including one with this gamma function. It seems
like I’ve checked this function to make sure it’s not too wonky. I’ll try tgamma and see if there’s
a significant difference.
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I didn’t notice any big difference, but I do think tgamma should be better, especially
when this code is used on other platforms.
Yes: Complete
19.. Line 2353, gmeans function: Here if the current cluster i is to be split, the deed is done by
deleting the current cluster mean from means and throwing the intial two new cluster means at
the end of means. Then kmeans is re-run on the data to “make right” the cluster assignments and
cluster means over many iterations.
However, I think that perhaps if the two new initial cluster means are inserted in the place
of the old rejected cluster mean (oftentimes somewhere in the middle of the vector) instead of
just at the end of the heap, the kmeans calc might be better initialized in certain situations. I
may be totally off base here.
I think one situation might be if the two new cluster means are far closer to the old rejected
cluster mean than to any other extant cluster means. This would be because as the program is
currently written, I think one of the new cluster means would in effect be reassigned to the one of
the new means, which would be somewhat accurate.
May not matter, just some food for thought. I guess kmeans is going to figure it out eventually and that first iteration is probably a frantic musical chairs round - it’s just a matter of giving it a
leg up if possible.
I think I see what you’re saying, but I’m not sure if it will make much difference. I think
the gain from doing something like that would be that most of the cid’s would already be set
when it get’s to kmeans. The issue is that, if you say cluster 3 got split, you’d have to go in and
increment every cid that’s greater than 3. I don’t know what would win out in that give-take.
I guess that drawback could be overcome by sticking one new cluster in the original spot
and the other at the end. I’m still not sure that any effects last past the first iteration in kmeans.
YES: Team member run a trial

20. I think we talked about this already, but to beat a dead horse the gmeans implementation will
evaluate every single cluster every single iteration until every one passes the ADtest. This is
actually different than how the Learning the k in k-means paper suggests it
A couple of things here. First, if there is a split, it will go back to the beginning with the
i=-1 command, so any later ones aren’t evaluated in this case. Secondly, I think it’s good to
re-evaluate each cluster, even those that weren’t split as they could have changed in the k’=k+1
(if you will) run of k-means that happens after splitting. Those that pass shouldn’t fail on the next
time through, but I think it’s possible. This might also get a bit complicated with the
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aforementioned “musical chairs” that happens when the cid’s get assigned, but the suggestion
you previously made might work around this.
....
I’m thinking you might be able to make a “don’t check them all every time” version work
by removing any clusters that pass from the super-set data and moving them to some holding
place (we’ll call it clusteredData), and proceeding until all of data is in clusteredData. I think
this would work, but I worry that doing it this way might assign some outliers (points far away
from any cluster) to the wrong cluster, but this might not affect the final answer too much.
YES: Consider for future tuning / optimization
21. Line 1436: Looking at what parameters particleLinkMunkres when called by main(), for the
time member, I’m having a tough time understand what the quantity timeSum/(float)nLOR (Line
1436) means physically. I guess this is the average timestamp for a timestep, right - such that
each cluster found in a given timestep ought to have the same value assigned?
Correct, that is the average time for a time step. Since the Inveon has resolution (200
usec) below what we usually use (~1msec) I went ahead and added this to average across the
times the different LORs were found. Doesn’t add much, but seems more correct.
YES: Eric circle around on this general question
22. Line 2820, particleLinkMunkres: I think test condition should be i>timeData.size()-4. If
timeData has 100 clusterTimes, i in the outer for loop goes from 0 to 99. timeData.size() - 5
yields 95. However, there are only four values greater than 95 and less than 100, so i=95 does
not trigger the elseif at line 2820, it actually should trigger the else at line 2829.
I guess I should first comment that we rarely use this preLinkFilter part (I think that’s
where you’re looking). It’s really quite crude, and it might be worth thinking about some other
method to do the same thing.
As for the issue at hand, I think that one would ideally be i>timeData.size()-6 so that
i=95 happens there. I think I’d then change the second for loop that’s inside the else statement
to:
for (int j=1; j<6; j++)
{
numbers[j+5]=timeData[i+j].point.size();
}
As it is right now, the number in question is getting counted twice when calculating the mode
(which might not be a terrible decision). So for the i=95 case, the ten indices put into numbers
would be [91 92 93 94 95 95 96 97 98 99]. I guess the current version kinda works. It’s just
overweighting the point being considered which might not be bad.
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I’m starting to ramble. Overall, this preLinkFilter isn’t great, and if we wanna seriously
explore having a GOOD option that does this job, it might be better to consider an overhaul than
maintenance.
YES: Low priority improvement
23. Also for all the if/elseif/else statements, it seems the current timeData[i]’s size (number of
clusters) is added to numbers, since the inner loop iterator j starts at 0. So in effect it’s the
forward 5 inclusive of the current cluser, etc, which is a little different than the commenting.
a.
Also, this means the else statement at Line 2829 will add the current clustersize of i twice
to numbers.
b.
Changing j iterators to go from 1 to 6 should make it non-inclusive of current cluster i
You’re a step ahead of me. See above.
YES: Low priority improvement
24. Line 3454, munkres function: Here the max of the column/row lengths is found, which
correspond to frame1 and frame2’s lengths. The Murray State method actually uses the
minimum, while the Yi Cao MATLAB implementation seems to use the max like MultiPEPT
does. I read the original 1971 paper on rectangular Munkres, they break at Step 3 with at the
minimum dimension (either rows or columns). I may be looking at the wrong parameter here, let
me know what you think.
a.
Ultimately as long as it’s following either traditional Munkres (nxn square) or the 1971
rectangular Munkres (k x l rectangular) then it works, since purportedly a rectangular matrix can
be zero padded to work with traditional Munkres.
i.The newer rectangular method should be faster though.
I think here it might be best to explain my idea behind what it’s doing (this would be why
I’m choosing to refer to it as a “modified” Munkres linking in papers). Due to fear of coding the
rectangular version, I decided to do a square version where I pad the extra dimension. I think this
excerpt from our paper puts our method pretty well:
--Particle linking is performed on a frame-by-frame basis by finding the particle matching which
reduces the overall sum of displacements between particle pairs. Consider two consecutive time
frames A and B, having n and m particles, respectively. In each of these frames are particle
positions xi  and yj , respectively, with i=(1, 2, …, n), and j=(1, 2, …, m). A cost matrix cij  is
defined as the displacement for each particle pairing between frames A and B, such that
cij= |xi-yj|
Using the time step over which LORs are collected, tstep,  and a maximum velocity, vmax, indicated
by the user, a maximum displacement dmax is calculated for linking as
dmax=tstep*vmax
Now, in the case that mn, the smaller dimension of is padded with the value dmax until it
is square. Without loss of generality, assume m>n. In this case, we would pad such that
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cij=dmax; i=(n+1, n+1,..., m), j=(1, 2, ..., m)
After this cost matrix has been created, the well-established Kuhn-Munkres algorithm (Kuhn,
1955; Kuhn, 1956; Munkres, 1967) is used to find the single-link matching pairs that reduce the
total cost of this system. If the cost of any individual link is greater than or equal to dmax, this link
is considered to be false. In this case, the trajectory represented by the particle in frame A is
ended and the corresponding particle from frame B is considered to be the start of a new
trajectory. In the case where , padding the cost matrix as described above guarantees that there
will be at least one case where false-link occurs, as is desired.
--A little less formally, I pad the extra rows/columns of the cost matrix with maxCost (this
happens inside the munkres function). Because of the asymmetry, at least one particle will be
linked to this value, but whatever particle links to one of these extra spots will be rejected by a
“is the cost of this link less than maxCost” check. Thus, this guy will just get treated as a
new/ending trajectory (depending on if it was in frame2/frame1, respectively).
YES: Eric reevaluate
25. Line 3545, munkres function: Here a minimum of 10,000 (mm I believe) is used to initialize
the minimum cost variable. After row comparison and probable reassignment, it’s then
subtracted from every element of every row of the cost (distance) matrix.
a.
The other Munkres programs I’ve seen just initialize the minimum cost var to the first
element of each row. This works because the first comparison is between the 1st element and
itself, then the 2nd row element and the 1st, etc. The lowest value will make it, if it’s the 1st then
the initial “guess” works. I think 10,000mm is fine since 10m is a very realistic upper bound for
this problem, but just keep in mind that this makes the code totally domain specific
i.In other words, someone has to remember to change that value before using it on something else
(much higher velocity flow setup (eg > 5-10 m/s) or another project), or can just make it
self-referential like a “pure” Munkres implementation.
b.
Another thing too is a different variable minVal is initialized to 10,000 on Line 3618.
c.
Lastly, the post-link filter uses 100,000 vice 10,000 on Line 3319.
These are all correct. For some reason, I just think about finding min/max in this way. I
agree that it would be better to change these.
YES: Change for clarity
26. Line 3568, munkres function: I think you might be able to throw a break in once the first
“starred zero in the same column or row” is found and boolean flag anotherStar is set true.
Seems like the algorithm only cares that there is one or more, so you can leave the ii loop [but
only that loop] at that point, check me on that though.
Correct, I think you can break there.
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YES
27. Line 3642, munkres: Looks like a break was used then commented out. I suppose it
shouldn’t matter which starred zero in row is used [assigned to starCol], but why not just use
the first one found and then break? The algorithm seems agnostic on this, it probably sets all
right in subsequent iteration.
An aside: as I’m reading some of these parts, I’m impressed that you kept your sanity
going through all this.
As far as I can tell, it doesn’t matter where you find the star. This way would just do the
process backwards (find the last star in the column then work your way backward). I’m not sure
why I did it like this (or if I found that I had to for some unknown reason). I’ll have to check it
with the break and see if there’s any difference.
YES: Cody evaluate
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ATTACHMENT 2: OPTIMIZATION COMMENTS
Some general optimization guidelines: http://www.tantalon.com/pete/cppopt/asyougo.htm
Also
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Optimizing_C%2B%2B/Writing_efficient_code/Performance_imp
roving_features
1. Line 1018-1019: I believe you can move these gridX and gridY assignments to earlier
scopes to avoid redundant assignment, thus saving CPU and IO. For example, move line
1018 to line 1015 - in the first for loop’s scope. Same for gridY, move to the first nested
for loop’s scope.
What you’re saying seems good. That should save a some time over the grand scheme of
things.
2. Prior to bit-wise comparison, on line 725, array “event” is spread out between six int’s
(e0, e1… e5). SInce we’re reading in sometimes mega and gigabytes of data, this extra
assignment is probably a chokepoint for performance (might be wrong, there are ways to
determine at runtime). Necessary to do the additional assignment or could we just address as
event[0], event[1], etc in the bitwise comparison portions?
Yes, this should work as well. I’d have to try it. The only thing that might mess it up is
the use of “char” vs “int”, but that’s something I could check.
3. Comment: Overall read method seems to be grab 6 bytes at a time, process bitwise,
then pushback to x,y,z,t vectors, then grab next 6 bytes… then when out of bytes, while loop
terminates. Another method would be to do full file read to a dynamically allocated array, then
run through 6 byte chunks and process bitwise, and running pushback on each loop iteration or
just all at the end. Not sure if one or the other is best, but there could be readability or
performance advantages on one side or the other.
This method is possible, but like you say, I don’t know which would be quicker. I fear
that reading in the whole file into an array would get expensive memory-wise (in theory, the
array would need to be as large as the file), whereas now, we only worry about 6 bytes of it at a
time. This may prove quicker for smaller files and perhaps could be an option.
4. Possible optimization (but probably not) by eliminating a for loop: Around line 1142
during stepping of meshGrid:
Can determine maxVal here, rather than looping thru the whole meshGrid again after the
fact. Something like:
if (++meshGrid[x][y][z]>maxVal) maxVal = meshGrid[x][y][z];
where the meshGrid point gets prefix incremented prior to the comparison and possible
assignment occurs at once.
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But despite avoiding the adit’l for loop, I think this is actually more expensive because you
would compare for every single detector hit, rather than comparing for each meshGrid point
(which is an aggregation of hits).
I think we talked about this idea in person. Like you say, this may allow us to figure out
maxVal earlier, but at the same time, it may be more expensive as it checks it at each “line
crossing” instead of at each grid point. It’s worth thinking about, but for now I’ll leave it as is.
5. Possible optimization, Lines 1117-1124: Declares and defines variables on every for loop
iteration, believe the point here is just to reassign values to variables. Could declare outside
scope of while ((t[i]<nextTime)&&(i!=t.size())) so that it doesn’t redeclare on every iteration.
Then reassign as necessary.
The redeclaration may not be a big deal:
1. http://stackoverflow.com/questions/982963/is-there-any-overhead-to-declaring-a-variable
-within-a-loop-c
But I think the reassignment (redefinition) each loop will hit performance.
This was a quick read so let me know if I’ve misread.
Based on that link, it sounds like it’s the same whether we declare in loop or out of it so I’m not
sure what the difference would be. If I’m missing the point of your inquiry, let me know
6. Possible optimization, Line 812: I mentioned this line before, just one more note. Depending
on the compiler, declaring e0-e5 in global scope before the while loop could be faster since it
could avoid some memory allocation stuff. Probably will not make a diff, but might be worth
testing for optimization since this portion reads a lot of data.
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/982963/is-there-any-overhead-to-declaring-a-variable-within
-a-loop-c
This seems like the same thing discussed in point 1 (above). I don’t know the answer, but if you
see evidence that changing it will help, I’d be up for it.
7. Optimization: Also on e0-e5: you could actually declare these as something smaller than int
since they are just individual bytes. There is no “byte” primitive type in c++ so it would have to
be something like unsigned char, or other. See
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20024690/is-there-byte-data-type-in-c
That seems reasonable. I don’t have a good feel for how much difference that might make. I use
unsigned_int, because it was a data type I was familiar with at the time.
8. Additional to #6: e5 isn’t used or needed at all for the P4 since it’s defined as all 0’s there.
Could cut this out of the fread and subsequent e5 assignment entirely unless it was desired to
implement error checking that uses e5.
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I believe this will still have to be read into event[5] to keep fread reading in the right spot, but
you’re right, there’s no reason to assign the e5 variable. It’s there from when I was checking that
the list-mode was being read in properly.
9. Line 826: how often do time tag bytes come through for a given dataset? if only once, might
be able to pull this if statement out such that it doesn’t run every time.
That depends on the amount of activity in the scanner. There should be fewer of these than
coincidence marks for most of our data. There are other things that will come in, too, that we’re
not concerned with. As it stands, every word is read in, and each is checked. The only ones that
matter are coincidence and time marks. You could probably miss a couple of these “if”
statements by putting a “continue” in at the end of the first one (however we decide to arrange
it). I’m not sure how much speed this would add, but it might be something.
Yeah… I’m thinking about it a little more now. You could probably run through the “if
coincidence” statement first, and end it with a “continue.” Then you wouldn’t check that word
for being a time mark or not. Once again. I don’t know if there’s much performance boost from
using “continue” versus letting it evaluate a false boolean.
10. This is another optimization type comment and an expansion of a previous comment. The
x/y/z vectors are generated by a trig function of bore radius. In real life floats are nice, but they
cost more CPU cycles. I’m wondering if the program can get similar precision without floats,
making it faster. This could be accomplished by defining x/y/z vectors as int. The precision loss
could be mitigated by multiplying x/y/z vectors by an arbitrary multiplicative factor in the trig
calc prior to assignment to the int vectors. If it’s multiplied by 10^6, that’s basically six more
sigfigs that the int value get to retain for accuracy. int on most architectures are 32bit, so there is
some room to play with this. This factor can be divided out at a later point. I think this is a valid
method but I might be wrong.
I’ve thought about this some (and the whole integer-vs-float stuff in general). I agree that would
probably speed it up, but if we do that here, we’ll probably need to do it across the board in the
program. This may be worth attempting at some point, but as we’ve said, it may be a good idea
to archive until we’re ready.
11. Lines 1353 to 1370: As meshsize goes up, this operation becomes more expensive. To
eliminate this nested for loop, could maintain running maxVal in stepping operation code, but if
the total number of coincidence events > number of voxels, this could be slower.
I’m not sure I understand what you’re saying here. In most cases, the number of voxels is
much greater than the number of coincidence events (this could always be checked for, too) so if
what you’re saying works, it might be the way to go.
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12. Line 1690: Looks like a bubble sort w/o any “done sorting” flags. A flag could be used to
terminate the outer loop if the last full iteration of the inner loop resulted in zero swaps. At that
point, the list is sorted and you can quit iterating over it.
Since it looks different than various sorts I’d seen before, I wasn’t sure if it worked. I ran
some tests though and found that it works fine.
Also if this is a bottleneck at all, there are other sort algorithms that can give higher
efficiency. http://mathbits.com/MathBits/CompSci/Arrays/Sorting.htm
I agree. This is a very simple sort and can be sped up in a number of ways. I dropped in a
simple “done sorting” flag. I don’t think this is much of a bottleneck, but it can’t hurt. The new
function (comments removed) looks like this:
void sort(vector<long double> &list)
{
bool doneSorting=false;
for(int i=0; i<list.size(); i++){
doneSorting=true;
for (int j=1; j<(list.size()-i); j++){
if (list[j-1]>list[j]){
doneSorting=false;
swap(list[j-1],list[j]);
}
}
if (doneSorting) {break;}
}
return;
}
So I did the above, and it actually slowed it down. I think since most of these lists are not sorted
at all, the flag never breaks it and just serves as something that must be evaluated each time. I
agree that a simple bubble sort isn’t the most efficient so we can look to make that something a
little smarter eventually. I’m changing it back for now.
13. Lines 1744-1745: Assignment to trash followed by pushback - probably can be done in one
line without the trash var. I wouldn’t worry about it though unless k can be a large number, like
>100.
As I’m looking at that, I’m not sure why I did it. It seems like something I would have
done when playing around with vectors of structures. I just tested doing it both ways, and oddly,
it seems to run a little faster using trash. Either way, it doesn’t seem significant in the case I’m
looking at (a 3-particle, i.e. k<=3, case). I’ll leave it as is for now.
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14. Lines 1843-1845: Same story as 4, might be a way to avoid redundant assignment to trash
followed by pushback. Would need to look into a bit.
I think in this case it’s actually necessary, as the point3 that’s being push_back-ed doesn’t
yet exist and has to be constructed with trash.
15. Line 1958: mean can be folded into line 1944 outer loop by doing += of dotProd/magV into
mean after each line 1948 iteration of the outer loop. Then after outer loop completes, run a
mean /= data.size()
I see what you’re saying here. I’ll try it.
There doesn’t seem to be a significant effect either way. (sometimes it’s slower;
sometimes it’s faster.) I’ll leave it the same for now.
16. Line 2113: switch statement might be more efficient here, with 8 bin-placing statements to
evaluated looking like x[i] > -2.5 && x[i] < -1.875, etc. Then again, now realizing that it’s a
sorted list, this may be the most efficient way. One issue is that two comparisons are always run
for each outer loop iteration. Perhaps an elseif statement could take the place of the second if
statement?
I guess my first thought is that the Chi-squared function isn’t called as things are now so
I’ve not given it the most attention; I merely got it running and didn’t go much further. A full
version would let the user set bin limits and confidence levels and whatnot.
As for what you’re saying, I think the current version works, but you might be right that
switch would work more quickly. One reason I shied away from this was that I wanted to be able
to have variable number of bins, and I don’t know if you can have a variable number of cases
with a switch statement.
17. Speaking of the codeproject link…
http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/432194/How-to-Calculate-the-Chi-Squared-P-Value
I first validated your custom ligf function against the LIGF tayler series expansion and quickly
found they matched. Then I started to validate it against the codeproject link’s code.To my
horror, I discovered that the author decomposed both the first term and a known multiplicative
factor from the series, greatly complicating the function. I was almost sure it was wrong at one
point, but I came around and am pretty sure he/she nailed it. I guess this is why we’re paid the
big bucks. Anyway, the author might be on the something here, it might be more efficient the
way they did it.
Yeah, I remember looking at how they did it on that page now that I’m looking at it, and
you’re right it might be more efficient. They’ve just pulled out the terms not depending on k in
k=0inf(zse-szk)/(s(s+1)...(s+k))
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I think I did it in-loop because I was just writing it from the formula and not thinking about
simplification.
18. Line 2443, calcPosG function: filter2 is a float, and the meshGrid array contains is type int.
The three-for loop deep comparison at line 2455 will either result in the meshGrid value being
cast to float or filter2 being cast to int, which will probably happen thousands or millions of
times. Could just cast filter2 to int before the nested for loops to prevent.
That’s an interesting idea. filter2 is a float on purpose, but I suppose (...)>(int)filter2
would always evaluate to the same boolean value. That’s worth checking out. I might be able to
declare filter2 as an int from the beginning and have the same result.
...
I just thought through the loop, and if I’m not mistaken. Making filter2 an int from
declaration would result in the same thing making it into data.
19. Line 2457 for loop, calcPosG function: instead of making the transition from the meshGrid
with voxels multiplicity to a vector of point3’s, I’m wondering if gmeans/kmeans could be
refactored to operate directly on the meshGrid voxel counters - this would probably require some
heavy math.
It’s a thought. Both those methods are made to operate on discrete “points” (they may not
actually be points, but I think you get the drift) and not objects that have some sort of size.
The only way I can think of to do something like that is adding a 4th dimension
corresponding to voxel count. We’ll call it “v”. So every point would look like (x,y,z,v), and
you’d define a distance function (necessary for these methods) that weights based on v. The
tricky parts would then be
1. Make sure your distance function captures the feature you’re looking for
2. Make sure your distance function obeys the triangle inequality
3. Figure-out/confirm the behavior of your new clusters, i.e. figure out if the “check how
Gaussian it is” portion of G-means is still a valid metric
a. This would also involve a reevaluation of the principal component part, but I
think I know what this would look like.
It’s a neat idea, and might be worth trying at some point if we have time for sidequesting.
20. Line 2309, gmeans function: Possible to pushback the vector<point3> data directly? - or
does this not work due to some reference/pointer issues? If possible, I think it would save a large
instantiation/destruction operation on every gmeans iteration.
Line 2315, same comment on this scope, but much less significant (just one point3).
I’m pretty sure it’s necessary (I think recall trying it otherwise and it failing). The issue is
that push_back is looking for a cluster, while data is a vector<point3>. To overcome this, we
make a trash cluster that takes data as input since there’s a defined constructor for this.There
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might be a way to set it up to do an implicit conversion from vector<point3> to cluster, but
that’s beyond me.
21. Line 1719, kmeans function: For the trivial case of k=1 (such as when kmean is called by
gmeans (vice gStep) at the beginning of each timestep), the distance check is not necessary
because it’s only checking the single cluster against itself, so the if condition is always false.
Therefore cid remains a vector of 0’s with no reassignment. Could wrap an if around the for loop
at line 1719 to skip the for loop for k=1 (one cluster condition).
You’re right, the loop could be skipped in the k=1 case. Really, I could (should?) make a
separate function that calculates the centroid of vector<point3>, and run it at this point. I just
used kmeans because it was there. This would cause a bit of a performance bump, but I don’t
think it’ll be too much.
In general I’d say just reuse the code unless it’s a real performance issue - we’ll know at the
point (if) we get into an optimization campaign. Readability and validation is more important
until proven otherwise. - Eric
Also for k=1, I think the while loop starting at line 1709 only runs twice, since again there is
never any reassignment of point3 data, it stays with cluster #1. The first run assigns an actual
mean to means, and the second run will terminate on the tol condition since sums will equal
means. Fine Print: But if I’m wrong and it actually runs for 1000 iterations, that is a waste… but
the only solution that I can think of would entail a within-loop if statement that would be
evaluated every run, which is a waste for k>1, unless you start playing with the C++ equivalent
of goto’s which is not good for other reasons.
Correct, it’ll only run twice. The difference between means and newMeans is less than tol
for all the clusters, errCond will stay false and the while loop ends.
22. Line 2364, gmeans function: This for loop, nested twice, increments cluster # on the outside
and through all data (irrespective of cluster it might belong to) on the inside loop. That means the
whole dataset is sifted through in its entirety for each extant cid (corresponding to total # of
clusters).
a.
This is a little tougher because the # of clusters is variable, which is normally taken care
of by line 2364 (outer for). Could run the data loop on the outside and then use a statement like
myClusters[cid[i]].push_back(trashPoint) where i  is the outer loop iterator. So every data value
will be read once to trashPoint, and its cid will be referenced as cid[i].
b.
However, since myClusters is cleared, and you have to have at least “null” or zeroed
clusters in order to reference those individual clusters in myClusters (eg to do myClusters[0],
myClusters1, 2, 3, etc, up to a variable # of cluters), would have to set up myClusters before the
loops somehow.
i.This should be possible since # of clusters extant known at this point
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It took me a bit, but I think I see what you’re saying here. As for what you’re saying in b,
I think you could do a few things to deal with the length of myClusters. You could do some sort
of check to see if what’s going in is first value in myClusters[cid[i]] and if so erase the previous
value. You might be able to fill each spot with a “null” value, but I don’t know if that can happen
here or if that would also need to be defined somewhere at the definition of cluster. I’d just have
to try it and see.
23. Line 2247, gStep: I think can fold this into the for loop on line 2241 by:
a.
vector<point3> cInit; prior to for loop, then in loop:
i.cInit[0].u[i].pushback(mean.u[i]+....
ii.cInit[1].u[i].pushback(...
I’m not sure here. Either way, you’d have to push_back ci1 and ci2 onto cInit before the
calls to cInit[0] and cInit[1] would be defined.
24. Line 2413 and 2424, errorCalcG function:  instead of incrementing N on each loop, can just
use data.point.size() on line 2424 - they should be equal.
This is true. N doesn’t really do much here. I think the use of N is left over from when
this didn’t happen in it’s own function.
25. Line 3064, particleLinkMunkres: This is a way to set up clusterTimes within vector
timeData. I think it’s possible to just do this in main() from the get-go at the end of each
timestep.
Agreed. I’ve thought about this, and this would save a good amount of time in most cases
as that’s a spot where longer runs hang-up. The main reason that’s not happening is that this
function is set up to where I can run it in another program to do the same thing with the
“UnlinkedData.txt” output file. I do think it would be better to at least adjust the MultiPEPT
version of this process, although I’ve been thinking of ways to make this work for both (such as
putting markers in UnlinkedData that indicate the start of a new frame).

26. Line 3069, particleLinkMunkres: I think that allMeans, allErrors, allTimes - owing to the
data format of LISTMODE (time history) and the process of main() - are fully time
sequential/sorted in the forward direction. However, at line 3069, the inner for loop always starts
at the first element of the vector being constructed, timeData, and looks at the whole vector
every time. I think what it’s seeing is sort of like t=0, then t=1E-6, then T=2E-6, etc., even if
t=1E-4 on the current pass. I believe the final iteration is the only one that evaluates the if
condition as true.
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a.
I think the inner for can actually be removed, and the enclosed if statement can be
tweaked to only look at the last element of timeData to decide on sameTime.
I see what you’re saying. That inner for loop is probably what’s slowing things down so
much (it slows down pretty bad right here for longer runs which makes sense). I’d say that this
check for all the frames makes it a little more robust against errors, but it’s probably not
necessary. I’ll make a mental note on this one as something to consider going ahead and
changing.
Cody said he changed this and it made a large positive difference for runtime.
27. Line 3585: There should be a way to (a) prevent redundant reassignment of column covers
to covCol (occurs when covCol[x] already = true due to multiple starred zeros in a given x
column), which would then allow n_cov_col to be incremented in the same loop… but it’s not
obvious how to do that using straight vectors. I think the Yi Cao guy does it this way in his
wizbang MATLAB code since MATLAB has so many matrix-friendly functions. Would perhaps
need to use the Boost C++ library to do the same thing.
I’ve never used the Boost c++ libraries, but they probably have something of that nature.
I recently acquired a lot of library stuff from Numerical Recipes (www.nr.com) for a class, and
they include some matrix manipulation stuff, but I don’t think it’s open source.
As for the issue here, it might be resolvable by switching the order of the search and
adding a break statement.
int n_cov_col=0;
for (int j=0; j<k; j++)
{
for (int i=0; i<k; i++)
{
if (star[i][j])
{
covCol[j]=true;
n_cov_col++;
break;
}
}
}
That feels pretty good to me.
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28. Line 3650, munkres: I get that at this point the program must break from 3 enclosing loops,
but could do stepNum=5, then anyUncovZero=false, then i=k+1, then break to get out of the
inner-most loop. Avoids an assignment (j=k+1) and one loop logical evaluation (the j loop).
I get what you’re saying. I really don’t know why I decided to kill that loop by adjusting j
and not just using break.
29. Line 3662, munkres: I believe since minVal is only needed for Step 6, this can be placed
inside the if (stepNum==6) scope, preventing unnecessary execution (should not be necessary
when stepNum=5).
I think I agree again. I’m not sure, but I’m guessing the only reason that went (stayed)
there was for debugging when I was first doing this (hence the commented cout line).
30. Line 3720, munkres: Same sort of comment as #2, could change this to break. This is
probably a micro-optimization but linking does sort a ton of data.
Agreed.
a.
Also this nested for loop could be avoided once it’s known that step 5 is necessary (line
3646) by just writing its i,j location in D to theRow, theCol. Would just declare theRow, theCol
higher up so they stay in scope when moving from step 3 to step 5.
i.I think this can be done w/o loss of adherence to a general Munkres, I’m reading the algorithm
and it just says to start with the uncovered primed zero from step 4
I think this is preferable to the break version. I’d think I’d declare theRow and
theCol somewhere toward the end of step 3. I’m not seeing any spot where they’d get incorrectly
manipulated between that and their use here.
31. Line 3740, 3753, munkres: Same comment as #2/4. break doesn’t touch if statements, will
end the first enclosing for, while, do, etc.
I must have been in some sort of strange flow control mood that day.
32. Line 3762, munkres: Since the first entry in zRow, zCol always refers to a primed zero, and
primed/starred alternate, we know that the first (0th index) and every even index from zRow,
zCol refer to primed zeros, and that every odd number from the indexes is referring to starred
zeros. So for loops could be run that increment on the +2 instead of the +1 and wouldn’t even
require if statements, but I can’t easily figure out if step 5 can receive a matrix (vector) with
zeros that are both starred and primed. If this is the case, then I think you just need to check
every one like it’s set up now.
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Yeah, I see where you’re going here, but I’m having trouble following back thorugh as
well. This loop shouldn’t be too bad whether it goes through zRow.size() or zRow.size()/2. I’ll
keep considering this spot, though.
33. Looks like both PCA and gStep do an expensive data mean calc. Wondering if this could be
done in main(), perhaps by a new function, then fed by argumetn to whatever function needs it?
Wouldn’t work if needed to recalc’ed often (looking at this).
Since PCA only runs within gStep, I think you could do it once. I’d probably send a blank
(or zero) point3 “mean” to PCA by reference and have it calculate it there, then send it back to
gStep. I think this would work and cut out one calculation of the mean.
REFACTOR/OPTIMIZATION
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ATTACHMENT 3: REFACTORING COMMENTS
These comments are low priority but could aid readability and maintainability if implemented.
1. Overall length/width/depth INT's are set to values / meshSize in main once meshSize is set by
user. However this means that the variables hold two different concepts depending on which
scope they're in. Recommend two sets of variables, one for overall dimension, one for dimension
steps in mesh.
I see what your concern is here, and yes, that would likely be a good idea. As for what is
going on later in the program, from the point the user has input “meshSize” onward, everything
is done in units of “meshSize”. That is why this division happens. At the end of the process,
everything is scaled by meshSize once again to return it to millimeters.

units.

REFACTOR:
Current version works in units of meshSize. Could keep variables working in natural

2. User input prompts are sent to cout and runTape in two lines. This can probably be done in
series in one line to reduce complexity. Same idea may apply to cin user input used to set
variables and write to runTape in tandem, as long as runTape endl is done right.
This is what I mean and I think it works (try it if interested):
cout << "Making Grid \n \n";
runTape<<"Making Grid \n\n";
becomes
cout << runTape << "Making Grid \n \n";
This sounds good to me.
REFACTOR:
More research required. Low priority.
3. Trigger words uses a c style string function? Necessary? c style string
I’m not sure what you’re getting at here. If you’re referring to the call
“triggerFile.open(triggerName.c_str());” this is because the function ofstream::open needs a
c_string as its input.
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4, Things to consider functionizing out of MAIN: (a) listmode read
Yeah, that probably wouldn’t be too hard to do. That portion of this was the backbone of
the original so that’s a big reason why it’s stayed put.
Refactor:
Not critical, but would improve readability.
5. Around line 977 to 1000, for loops, as well as other for loops: consider using “range for”
loops to operate on data containers to reduce complexity. If you haven’t messed with these
before, they are great. You don’t have use an incrementing variable to touch all the elements in a
data container. This precludes “out of range” faults due to addressing beyond the end of a
container. New to C++ 11 standard, also in C#.
I’ve never heard of these, so yeah, if you think they’d help I’ll look into that and see how
we could implement them.
REFACTOR:
May consider. Need to be careful in implementation.
6. Lines 1008 to 1014: Meshsize seems to operate uniformly across x, y, z. In other words, the
same absolute size cell for each dimension. Has the team thought about if this is optimal? Could
do meshSizeX, meshSizeY, meshSizeZ. Then assign each based on fractional values so that for
example, 1% of each dimension overall length = one cell’s length/width/depth. Many more
possibilities beyond this.
I’ve thought about that, but one of the main reasons I’ve never tried doing it is that it
would complicate the Bresenham line tracing process. Especially when i was first doing this, I
didn’t want to do anything that would mess up a tried and true algorithm like that, but if we
really want to get to optimizing things, I think I (or we) could make that work (I’ve got an idea in
my head how to make it work, but I’d have to sit down and really try it).
REFACTOR:
Consider for further development.
7. Could make global vars starting around line 357 constants to provide a little protection
The main reason I don’t do this is because they are changed. I have them declared a default
value, but they are then changed by user input before the calculations begin. I’d like to find a
way to make them constant after this user input, but I’ve not found a way to do this.
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Honestly, what will eventually need to happen (probably when we do a release addressing all the
things from this audit) is to just get rid of all these and then add them into function calls for
whatever functions need these variables.
REFACTOR possibility
8. Int w (Line 406) not commented, name “w” doesn’t really identify purpose. Seems like it’s
used to represent neighboring voxels for local maxima calc
The terminology “w” is left-over from the paper where I got the idea to do this detection method.
I just couldn’t come up with a creative/descriptive/compact name for this variable. If you get a
good idea for a name, let me know.
REFACTOR
9. Possible optimization, Line 812: I mentioned this line before, just one more note. Depending
on the compiler, declaring e0-e5 in global scope before the while loop could be faster since it
could avoid some memory allocation stuff. Probably will not make a diff, but might be worth
testing for optimization since this portion reads a lot of data.
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/982963/is-there-any-overhead-to-declaring-a-variable-within
-a-loop-c
This seems like the same thing discussed in point 1 (above). I don’t know the answer, but if you
see evidence that changing it will help, I’d be up for it.
OPTIMIZATION PILE AND/OR REFACTOR
10. Optimization: Also on e0-e5: you could actually declare these as something smaller than int
since they are just individual bytes. There is no “byte” primitive type in c++ so it would have to
be something like unsigned char, or other. See
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/20024690/is-there-byte-data-type-in-c
That seems reasonable. I don’t have a good feel for how much difference that might make. I use
unsigned_int, because it was a data type I was familiar with at the time.
OPTIMIZATION PILE / REFACTOR
11. Additional to #6: e5 isn’t used or needed at all for the P4 since it’s defined as all 0’s there.
Could cut this out of the fread and subsequent e5 assignment entirely unless it was desired to
implement error checking that uses e5.
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I believe this will still have to be read into event[5] to keep fread reading in the right spot, but
you’re right, there’s no reason to assign the e5 variable. It’s there from when I was checking that
the list-mode was being read in properly.
OPTIMIZATION PILE / REFACTOR
12. Line 2009: AD looks fine to me until this line… although it sort of makes sense, I haven’t
seen any reference to taking the abs value of AD in my review of the technique. Is this just the
way you’re using it?
Ah yes, the Anderson-Darling test. When I started implementing it, I was seeing some
odd statistic numbers come out, including negative values (which automatically pass the test if
not accounted for). For this reason, I chose to take the absolute value. I’m not sure if this is from
the use of binned data instead of continuous data or what. I’ve attempted to go through the
derivations of the AD critical values (M. A. Stephens, 1974, "EDF Statistics for Goodness of Fit
and Some Comparisons".) to see if I could arrive at some for binned data, but the math was way
above my head.
For now, the AD-test is implemented in a way that works for us. I take the absolute value
of the statistic to ensure it is positive, and we use critical values that we have found work for our
data (on the order of 10-20, adjusted according to experience) instead of those derived by
Stephens (on the order of 1). I may actually look back through this function some today, as it’s
something I’ve not really considered in a while.
REFACTOR: Low priority
13. Line 2341, gmeans function: Here, cid2 is initialized w/ zeros. However, it will be the size
of the cluster which might be split in the following code. If it is split, isn’t the size of vector cid2
too large at that point?
cid2 really only serves its purpose in being an input to gStep. In gStep, you receive three
things that are essentially blank: c0, c1, cid2. In gStep, the cluster is split along its main principal
component and each point is assigned a cid2 value of 0 or 1, and the final cluster centroids (for
the two daughter clusters) are c0 and c1, respectively. If I’m not mistaken, cid2 could (and
possibly should) actually be made inside of gStep. I don’t think it would create much (any?)
performance boost, as cid2 is called by reference, but it might make it a little cleaner, and I don’t
think cid2 is needed after gStep is run within gmeans.
14. Looks like both PCA and gStep do an expensive data mean calc. Wondering if this could be
done in main(), perhaps by a new function, then fed by argumetn to whatever function needs it?
Wouldn’t work if needed to recalc’ed often (looking at this).
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Since PCA only runs within gStep, I think you could do it once. I’d probably send a blank
(or zero) point3 “mean” to PCA by reference and have it calculate it there, then send it back to
gStep. I think this would work and cut out one calculation of the mean.
REFACTOR
15. Since mean finding for vector<point3> / cluster structures occurs in several functions
(gStep, kmeans, etc), this might be a good piece of code to consider consolidating in a standalone
function.
Yeah. I think I talked about that in an above point. I agree this could simplify some stuff,
and a function could easily be overloaded to deal with any of the cases we would need.
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